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MIb

Mr. A. E. Scherer, Director
Nuclear Licensing
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
1000 Prospect Hill Road
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

Dear Mr. Scherer:

SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE
CESSAR SYSTEM 80

The staff and 'its consultants from the Pacific Northwest Laboratory
have completed the review of the CESSAR FSAR through Amendment 2 with
respect to the mechanical design of equipment, components, and systems
(Sections 3.2, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.9). As a result of this review, the
staff has prepared the enclosed preliminary evaluation and questions.

We request that you review the enclosed preliminary evaluation and
subsequently prepare an agenda for a meeting during which the outstanding
issues anc' questions can be resolved. We anticipate that this meeting
will be held over three to five days in order to assure resolution of
all of the issues identified. The meeting should be held in your offices
with ready access to detailed design information. In addition, you should
plan to provide representatives who can both discuss technical details and
make binding co:anitments. .

In order to maintain our review schedules, we request that this meeting
be held the week of June 22, 1 981. Please confirm.the meeting schedule
and provide your proposed agenda within 15 days of your receipt of this
letter.

'
.

Sincerely,

. 'he-k t4ec.
Robert L. Tedesco, Assistant Director

for Licensing
Division of Licensing

Enclosure: -

As stated

cc: See next page

8108210006 810505
PDR ADOCK 05000470
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' Combustion Engineering, Inc..

( cc w/ enclosure (s):

M. . T. J. Price, Managar
Standard Plant Licensing
1000 Prospect Hill Road-

, Windsor, Connecticut 06095

|
Mr. C. B. Brinkman, Manager

!
Washington Nuclear Operations
CE
4853 Cordell Avenue, Suite A-1
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

i

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

Criterion 2 of the General Design Criteria requires that nuclear power
plant structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to
withstand the effects of earthquakes without loss of capability to perform
their safety function. These plant features are those necessary to assure:
1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; 2) the capability
to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition; or 3) the
capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures comparable to 10 CFR, Part 100

guideline exposures.

Structures, systems, and components important to safety that are required
.

to be designed to withstand the effects of the safe shutdown earthquake and
remain functional must be classified as scismic Category I items in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification". All other

s1.ru .turc:, systems, and componens that may be required for operation of
the facility have becn designed to other than seismic Category I requirements.
This includes those portions of seismic Category I systems such as vent, drain

and test lines on the downstream side of isolation valves which are not
required to perform a safety function.

We have several question; regarding the seismic classification of

systems and components.

The FSAR states that small mechanical components such as strainers and

piping are not listed in Table 3.2-1. How small are these components?

provide an example of these components. It is the staff's position that

all components be listed in Table 3.2-1.

"Where structures or supports essential to the performance of a safety
fur;ction are not provided by CE, interface requirements are stated in the
interface sections." Provide a list of the typical supports or structures
referenced above as well as an example of the interface requirements.
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Reference is made to " Seismic Category II" components. Provide a

detailed explanation of " Seismic Category II" and a list of all items
placed in this category.

- Our review of Table 3.2-1 has found several areas requiring clarification.
Provide justification for not giving the control element drive mechanism,*

core support structures, fuel assemblies and control element assemblies a
safety classification. In addition, why aren't the control element drive
mechanists classified as seismic Category I?

" Provision for cooling water to the [ reactor coclant] pump bearing
oil cooler and pump motor oil cooler will not comply with the requirements
of Reg. Guide 1.29 (see Subsection 5.4.1.2)." Details for this'are actually

in Section 5.4.1.3; however, we require additional information on the
details.of the testing done on the reactor coolant pumps to show that the

.

cooling water is unnecessary. In addition, provide justification for the
placing of the reactor coolant pumps in safety Class 2.q

( Pipe supports are missing from Table 3.2-1 and should be included.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.2.1 and subject to the
satisfactory resolution of the open items, our findings will be as follows:'

Structures, systems, and components important to safety that have been

| designed to withstand the ef#ects of a safe shutdown earthquake and remain func-
tional are identified in an acceptable manner in Table 3.2-1 of the Final

,

Safety Analysis Report. Design of these items in accordance with seismic

| Category I requirements provides reasonable assurance that in the event of
a safe shutdown earthquake, the plant will perform in a manner providing

:

adequate safeguards to the health and safety of the public.

We conclude that the applicant's structures, systems, and components

important to safety that are designed to withstand the effects of a safe ,!

shutdown earthquake and remain functional have been properly classified as
,i

seismic Category I items in conformance with Standard Review Plan 3.2.1,
General Design Criterion 2, Reg. Guide 1.29 and are acceptable.

\

.

|
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3.2.2 System Quality Group Classification

Criterion 1 of the General Design Criteria r2 quires that the nuclear power
.

plant systems and components important to safety shall be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards comensurate with the importance of
the safety function to be performed.'

,

Justification for the applicant's interpretation of NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.25 is required. A point by point comparison is needed between

Reg. Guide 1.26 and ANSI N18.7 Justification for its use instead of
,

Reg. Guide 1.26 is also required.
,

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.2.2 and contingent upon
satisfactory resolution of the open issues, our findings will be as follows:

The applicant has identified those fluid-containing components which
.

are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and other fluid systems
important to safety where reliance is placed on these systems: 1) to prevent

or r.itigate the consequences of accidents and malfunctions originating within
4

the reactor cooland pressure boundary, 2) to permit shutdown of the reactor
and taintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and 3) to contain radioactive'

material. The applicant has applied Quality Groups A, B, C, and D in Regulatory
Guice 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards", to these components.
These components that are classified Quality Group A, E, C, or D have been

constructed to the codes and standards identified in T: Nie 3.2-2 of the Final
Safety Analysis Report.

We conclude that the applicant's classification of fluid system
pressure-retaining components important to safety complies with Standard
Review plan 3.2.2, Regulatory Guide 1.26 and satisfies the requirements

i

of General Design Criterion 1.

-_ , , , . _ _ . .
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PROTECTION AGAINST DYNAMIC EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POSTULATED
j

3.6 |

RUPTURE OF PIPING

The review performed under this section pertains to the applicant's
program for protecting safety-related componeats and structures against the
effects of postulated pipe braaks both inside and outside containment.
The effect that breaks or cracks in high or moderate energy fluid systems
would have on adjacent safety-related components or structures has been

analyzed with respect to jet impingement, pipe whip, and environmental
Several means are used to assure the protection of these safety-effects.

related items. They include physical separation, enclosure within suitably
designed structures, the use of pipe whip restraints, and the use of
equ'ipment shields.

Determination of Break Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With3.6.2
the Postulated Rupture of Piping-

Our review under Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 was concerned with the
We alsolocations chosen by the applicant for postulating piping failures.

reviewed the size and orientation of these postulated failures and how the
applicant calculated the resultant pipe whip and jet impingement loads which
might affect nearby safety related components.

The following discusses open issues found in our review of FSAR

Section 3.6.2. It concludes with our findings contingent upon resolution
,

of all open issues.

Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 outlines the procedures for choosing locations
There are severalfor breaks and cracks ir high and moderate energy piping.

points that the applicant has used for determining break and crack locations
that require further clarification or justification.

The FSAR states that when determining whether a postulated break will
If onebe circumferential or iongitudinal, the stresses will be examined.

stress is "significantly higher" than the other, only the break type
What criteria is usedassociated with the higher stress will be postulated.

to determine that one stress is "significantly higher" than the other?

I
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When postulating longitudinal breaks assurances must be provided that

the circumferential location chosen is the one that would result in the
greatest amount of damage,

When postulating a break due to fatigue, it is the staff's position that
both circumferential and longitudinal breaks be postulated. Provide assurances

that this has been done or provide a detailed explanation of how break type
can be determined from the usage factor. All references to 10% of the ASME
Code allowable for fatigue should be changed to a cumulative usage factor

of .l .

Reference is made to CENPD-168A.
This document has been accepted for

postulating break types and locations in the reactor coolant system only.
If this criteria is used for other than RCS piping, additional justification
must be provided.

.

CE should provide a cocraitment in their FSAR that any FSAR referencing
CESSAR will provide justification for limited break areas and break opening
times, postulation of breaks in systems other than the RCS, and the validity
of the forcing function used in the RCS analysis.

When discussing the analyticai methods used to define forcing functions
and response models, reference is made to "an acceptable fluid system
thermal-hydraulic analysis". Describe the analysis done and indicate how
it was determined that it was acceptable.

Based on our review of FSAR Section 3.6.2 and subject to the satisfactory
resolution of the identified open items, our findings will be as follows:

The applicant has proposed criteria for determining the location, type,
Theand effects of potulated pipe breaks in high energy piping' systems.

applicant has used the effects resulting from these postulated pipe failures
to evaluate the design of systems, components, and structures necessary to
safety shut the plant down and to mitigate the effects of these postulated
piping failures. The applicant has stated that pipe whip restraints, jet
impingement barriers, and other such devices will be used to mitigate the effects!

of these postulated piping failures.

_ ._ _
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We have reviewed these criteria and have concluded that they provide for

a spectrum of postulated pipe breaks which includes the most likely locations
for piping failures, and that the types of breaks and their effects are
conservatively assumed. We find that the methods used to design the pipe
whip restraints provide adequate assurance that they will function properly
in the event of a postulated piping fanure. We further conclude that the
use of the applicant's proposed pipe failure criteria in designing the systems,
components, and structures necessary to safely shut the plant down and to
mitigate the consequences of these poseulated piping failures provides reasonable

st

assurance of their ability to perform their safety function following a
failure in high or moderate energy piping system.s. The applicant's criteria

comply with Standard Review Plan Section 3.6.2 and satisfy the applicable
portions of General Design Criterion 4.

.

___ _ __
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3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

The review performed under Standard Review Plan Section 3.7.3 included

the applicant's dynamic analysis of all seismic Category I piping systems.
In addition to operating transient loads, this analysis also considers
abnormal loadings such as an earthquake.

For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I piping, each pipe line
was idealized as a mathematical model consisting of lumped masses connected

The stiffness matrix for the piping system was determinedby elastic members.
using the elastic properties of the pipe. This includes the effects of
torsional, bending, shear, and axial deformations as well as change in
stiffness due to curved members. Next, the mode shapes and the undamped
natural frequencies were obtained. The dynamic response of the system was
calculated by using the response spectrum method of analysis. For a piping

-

system which was supported at points with different dynamic excitations,
the response spectrum analysis was performed using the envelope response spectrum
of all support points. Alternately, the multiple excitation analyses methods
may have been used where separate acceleration time-histories of response
spectra were applied to each piping system support points.

The following discusses open issues found in our review of FSAR

Section 3.7.3. It concludes with our findings which are contingent upon

the resolution of all open issues.

The FSAR states that contributions from all significant modes of

response are retained in the analysis. What criteria is used to determine

whether or not a mode is significant?

In discussing the basis used for the selection of forcing frequencies

reference is made to established limits for stresses and deformations.
What are these limits and where are they defined?

.-- .-
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The use of the 1.5 factor to account for multi-mode response when

using the equipment static load method of analysis should be limited to:

beam or frame type structures. What components were analyzed using this method?

What are the " pertinent features" of the non-seismic piping that are
included in the analysis of seismic piping? What criteria is used to
determine pertinency?

In the discussion of the stismic analysis of the re:ctor internals,

core and control element drive mechanisms reference is made to a iinear
vertical analysis. "When the linear vertical analysis it.dicates that the

response of the core may be sufficiently large to cause it to lift off the
core plate, a vertical nonlinear analysis is also performed." Provide an
example of these two types of analysis. If the nonlinear analysis is used,

provide a commitment that this will Le indicated in any FSAR referencing.

CESSAR.

Provide a commitment that closely spaced modes are considered as per Reg.

Guide 1.92, in the analysis of the reactor internals and the core.''

Based on our review of FSAR Section 3.7.3 and subject to the satisfactory
resolution of the identified open items, our findings will be as follows:

The scope of review of the s'eismic system and subsystem analysis
included the seismic analysis methods for all Category I systems and

components. It included review of procedures 'used for modeling and evaluating1

I Category I systems and components. The review included design criteria ar 1

procedures for evaluation of the interaction of non-Category I piping witc
Category I piping. The review also included criteria and seismic analysis
procedures for reactor interncis and Category I piping inside containment,

i
The system and subsystem analyses are performed by the applicant

' on an elastic basis. Modal response spectrum multidegree of freedom and
time history methods form the bases for the analyses of all major Category I

systems and components. When the modal response spectrum method is used,
.

- _ __ _ , _ . . . -- ._- ,
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governing response parameters are combined by the square root of the
sum of the squares rule. However, the absolute sum of the modal respenses

are used for modes with closely spaced frequencies. The square root of
the sum of the squares of the maximum co-directional responses is used in

accounting for three components of the earthquake motion for both the
time history and response spectrum methods. J; rt :;l ::i;ri; ;j;t:-#

dya:-f 2-t'yti: i; eT+1:yed #:r all ;ytt :: d 0;r;;^Cnt .

We conclude that the seismic system and subsystem analysis procedure;

and criteria proposed by the applican: provide an acceptable basis for the
seismic design of systems and components.

.

e

$

3

1

0

I

1,
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3.9 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

The review performed under Standard Review P:an Sections 3.9.1 through

3.9.6 pertains to the structural integrity and operability of various
safety-related mechanica' components in the plant. Our review is not limited
to ASME Code components and supports, but is extended to other components
such as control rod drive mechanisms, certain reactor internals, t '"d=

i f .,, d h t n a , and any safety-related piping designed to industry
standards other than tne ASME Code. We review such issues as load combinations,
allowable stresses, methods of analysis, sumary results, and pre-operational

testing. Our review must arrive at the conclusion that there is adequate
assurance of a mechanical component performing its safety-related function

rider all postulated combinations of normal operating conditions, system'

operating transients, postulated pipe breaks, and seismic events.'
.

:

3.9.1 Soecial Topics for Mechanical Comoonents
,

The review performed under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.1 pertains

to the design transients, computer prograrrs, experimental stress analyses and
elastic-plastic analysis methods that were used in the analysis of seismic
Category I ASME Code and non-Code items.

Additionally, we have contracted with Pacific Northwest Laboratories
to perform ai. independent analysis of a sample piping system in CE's scope
of responsibility in the Palo Verde plant. This analysis will verify that

We

f
the sample piping system meets the applicable ASME Code requirements.

|
will report the results of this independent piping analysis in a supplement

i to this Safety Evaluation Re9 ort.

Computer programs were used in the analysis of specific components.
+

A list af the computer programs used in the dynamic and static analyses to-

determine the structural and functional integrity of these components must
be included in the FSAR along with a brief description of each program.

4

f Design control measures, which are required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
The

j require that verification of the computer programs also be included.

j applicant has not provided adequate verification for all of the listed

]
computer programs.

. . -_ -
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When referencing the ASME Code, the par 4 being used should be indicated.

In somi: instances compoi.a t and support loads are determined by using

an. " equivalent static analysis employing suitable dynamic load factors."
What are.these load factors and how is it determined that they are suitable?

A list of those componen's or systems that have been analyzed using

inelastic methods of analysis is needed. An example of this type of analysis

is also required. If these methods are plant specific, provide a commitment

that they will be included in any 'FSAR that references CESSAR.

Details and examples of the specific procedures and criteria used tn

design non-Code items important to plant safety are required.

Tabli 3.9.1-1 lists the design transients used in the des 1ga of the
The number of stress cycles associated with each design transientsystem.

should be included in this table.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.1 and contingent on the
,

satisfactory resolution of the open items, our findings will be as follows.

The methods of analysis that the applicant has employed in the design of
;

|
all Seismic Category I ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components, component

supports, reactor internals, and other non-Code items are in conformance

I with Standard Review Plan 3.9.1 and satisfy the apolicable portions of '
General Design Criteria 2, 4,14 and 15.

|

The criteria used in defining the applic' ble transicats and the computera

codes and analytical methods'used in the analyses provide asurance that
the calculations of stresses, strains, and displacements for the above noted

|

items conform with the current state-of-the-art and are adequate for the

design of these items.

3.9.2 Dynamic Testino and Analysis of Systems, Cecconents, and Ecuipment

The review performed under Standard Review Plan Secti.n 3.9.2 pertaint
to the criteria, testing procedures, and dynamic analyses employed by the

applicant to assure the structural integrity and cperability of piping s' stems,f
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mechanical equipment, reactor internals and their supports under vibratory

loadings. Dynamic qualification of safety-related mechanical equipment will
be reviewed by the Equipment Qualification Branch.

Piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic eifects testing will
be conducted during a preoperational testing program. The purpose of these

tests is to assure that the piping vibrations are within acceptable limits
and that the piping system can expand thermally in a manner consistent with
the design intent. During the plant's preoperational and startup testing
program, the applicant will test various piping systems for abnormal, steady-state
or transient vibration and for restraint of thermal growth. This test program
must comply with the ASME Code, SEction III, paragraphs NB-3622, NC-3622,
and ND-3622 which require that the designer be responsible by observation

during startup or initial, operation, for ensuring that the vibration of
piping systems is within the acceptable levels. In addition, pipe whip~

restraint initial clearances will be checked, as wC1 snubber response.
The test program should consist of a mixture of instrumented measurements and
visual observation by qualified personnel.

CE has provided a commitment that details of this testing program will
be provided in any FSARs that reference CESSAR.

CE has also provided a commitment that the precritical vibration
monitoring program for the reactor internals will be in accord 6nce with

Reg. Guide 1.20. A few additional details are required.

A list of the actual instrument locations is required. In addition,

we will require a copy of the report comparing the predicted and measured
response of the reactor internals to fl[w induced vibration. Which pit.nt

will be the lead plant for CESSAR?

For its analysis of the reactor internals under faulted conditions,
CE has described how it performs a blowdown analysis. This section should

also show how the reactor coolant system was designed to structurally

withstand the combined 1 cads due to a LOCA and a SSE. CE must discuss how

1

|

i
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so

it considers asymmetric loads, annulus pressurization and combined loads
,

from the LOCA and SSE. Details of how this analysis is coordinated with the
,

AE are also needed. A report of the analysis should be provided.4

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.2.1 and contingent upon the

! satisfactory resolution of the open items, our findings will be as follows:

1 The vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects test program
which will be conducted during startup and initial operation on specified;

I
' high and =cderate energy piping, and all associated systems, restraints and

supports is an acceptable program. The tests provide adequate assurance that
the piping and piping restraints of the system have been designed to withstand
vibrational dynamic effacts due to valve closures, pump trips, and other;

operating codes associated with the design ' oasis flow conditions. In addition,
,

the tests provide assurance that adequate clearances and free movement of
; ,

snubbers exist for unrestrained thermal movement of piping and supports during

normal system heatup and cooldown operations. The planned tests will develop

i loads similar to those experienced during reactor operation. This test program
complies with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.2 and constitutes and acceptable,

basis for fulfilling the applicable requirements of General Design Crii.eria
.

14 and 15.-

Based upon our review of FSAR Se, tion 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4, and 3 1.2.6 and
subject to resolution of the above open issue, our findings are as follows:

The preoperational vibration program planned for the reactor internals

!
provides an acceptable basis for verifying the design adequacy of these

l internals under test loading conditions comparable to those that will be
experienced during operation. The combination of tests, predictive analysis,

,

and post-test inspection provide adequate assurance that the reactor internals
will, during their service lifetime, withstand the flow induced vibrations of
reactor operation without loss of structural integrity. The integrity of the
reactor internals in service is essential to assure the proper positioning of

.

reactor fuel assemblies and unimpaired operation of the control rod assemblies
! to permit safe reactor operation and shutdown. The conduct of the pre-
!

$

?.

!

4

. , ,- - - - . - - . - w - - ._ . r. . -, ,.,,,, -,- -
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operational vibration tests is in conformance with the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.20 and Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.2, and satisfies
the applicable requirements of General Design Criteria 1 and 4.

'

'

Based upon our review of the FSAR Section 3.9.2.5 and subject to
.

j resolution of any open items, our findings are as follows:
|

|
The dynamic system analysis performed by the applicant provides an acceptable

basis for confirming the structural design adequacy of the reactor, its'l

j

! internals, and unbroken piping loops to withstand the combined dynamic loads

of postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and the safe shutdown earth-
;

The analysis provides adequate assurance that the combined
! quake (SSE).

stresses and strU ns in the components of the reactor coolant system and

reactor internals do not exceed the allowable stress and strain limits for1

the materials of construction, and that the resulting deflections or displace-I *

ments at any structural elements of the reactor internals will not distort
.

the reactor internals geometry to the extend'that core cooling may be impaired.
|

The methods used for ccmponent analysis have been found to be compatible with
;

those used for the system analysis. The proposed combinations of component and
j

]
system analyses are, therefore, acceptable.

The arsurance of structural integrity under LOCA and SSE conditions for
,

the most adverse postulated loading event provides added confidence that the
|

design will withstand a spectrum of lesser pipe breaks and reismic loading
events. Accomplishment of the dynamic system enalysis constitutes an
acceptable basis for complying with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.2 and

,

for satisfy!ng the applicable requirements of General Design Criteria 2
,

and 4.
1

I .

!

;

e

4
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3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Sucoorts, and
Core Sup; ort Structures !

Our review under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.3 is concerned with )
the structural integrity and operability of pressure-retaining components. |

| their supports, and core support structures which are designed in accordance
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure

,

| Vessel Code, Section III, or earlier industrial standards. This review is
divided into three parts, each of which is discussed briefly below.

The first area of review is the subject of load combinations and allowable
stresses. The applicant has provided a commitment that all ASME Class 1, 2,

'and 3 components, component supports, core support structures, control rod
drive components, and other reactor internals have been analyzed or qualified
in accordance with the referenced loading combinations. !

.

We have one question concerning the method used for load combinations
of loads due to pipe rupture and the SSE. The FSAR states that the SRSS

method of load combination or another "more conservative method" ull be used.
What is the ot'.ier "more conservative method"?

Following is a tabulation of the loading combination used by CE:

1. ASME Class 1 Piping, Components (excect valves), and Succorts |

(3.9.3.1.1, Tables 3.9.3-l&2)

i

< NS-3223 and NB-3654 IOperating Pressure + Dead Weight
Po + OW + OBE < NB-3223 and NB-3654
Po + DW + Emergency Transients < NB-3224 and NB-3655
Po + DW + LOCA + SSE < NB-3225 and NB-3656

2. ASME Class 1 Valves (Active Only)
(3.9.3.1.1)

Operating Pressure ASME III pressure-temperature rating for<

applicable condition'

3. ASME Class 1 Valves (Passive)

The FSAR is mute on this subject. |
,

'

4 ASME Class 2&3 Pising

The FSAR is mute on this subject. |

i

__ _ . _ _ . _ _ . ~ , , __ _ . . _ _ _ . - . _ _ . - _ . . , . , . - . . . - ,-
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5. ASME Class 2&3 Vessels
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.1)

- Po + DW + OBE : Pm < 1.1 S, Pm + P < 1.65 S
B

Po + DW,+ SSE : Pm < 2.0 S, Pm + PB < 2.4 5

6. ASME Class 2&3 Valves
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.2)

Po + DW + OBE : Po<1.0Pr(activa) '

Po < 1.1 tr (passive)

Po + DW + SSE : Po<1.0Pr(active
Po < 1.2 Pr (passive)

,

7. ASME Class 2&3 Pumos (Active)
( D .3.1.3, 3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE : Pm < 1.0 5, Pm + Pg < 1.5 5

Po + DW + SSE : Pm < 1.0 S, Pm + PB < 1.5 5
'

.

B. ASME Class 2&3 Pumos (Passive)
T3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE : Pm < 1.1 S, Pm + PB < 1.65 5

Po + DW + SSE : Pm < 2.0 S, Pm + Pg < 2.4 S

9. ASME Class 2&3 Supports
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE < Stress limits not described -

,

Po + DW + SSE < Stress limits not described

The following questions apply to the above ;ombinations:

1. For the Operating Pressure + Dead Weight the limits should be from

fib-3222 and NB-3653.
-

2. The ASME Code has limits on stress in addition to P limits. These
r

<

should be addressed here.
3. .Are there any Class 1 passive valves in the system? -

'

f 4. What are the design limits for Class 2&3 piping?

I 5. What stress limits are used in the design of Class 2&3 supports?

In general, assurances must be provided that stresses due to thermai
,

expansion, thermal shock and differential supports movements have also

been included.

;
. - . . . - _ _ - . . . . -. - - - .. . . - . , _ - - - . , .
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(
No mention is made of design transients for Class 2 and 3 components.

These transients should be included in the FSAR. The FSAR also states
that pipe break loads are not included for design of Class 2 and 3 components.
Provide justification for this position.

Table 3.9.3-1 lists loading combinations for ASME Class 1 NSSS components.

What events are associated with " dynamic system loadings associated with the

emergency condition"?

Based on our review of FSAR 3.9.3.1 and contingent upon the satisfactory
resolution of the open issues, our findings will be as follows:

The specified design and service combinations of loadings as applied to
ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components in systems designed
to meet seismic Category I standards are such as to provide assurance that, in
the event of an earthquake affecting the site or other service loadings due to

.

postulated events or system operating transients, the resulting combined
I

stresses imposed on system components will not exceed allowable stress and,

| strain limits for tha materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under

such loading combinations provides a conservative basis for the design of system

! components to withstand the most adversa ccmbination of loading events without

| loss of structural integrity. The design and service load combinations and
associated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2,

! and 3 ccmponents comply with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.3 and satisfy the

applicable portions of General Design Criteria 1, 2, and 4.I

The second area of review in this section concerns the criteria used by
the applicant in designing its ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and relief
valves, their attached piping, and their supports. We have c:^ci'inil.,

reviewed the applicant's compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.67, " Installation

of Overpressure Protection Devices".

CE has provided a cormitment that the information in this section wili
be included in any FSAR that references CESSAR. Specific review of this

section will, therefore, have been done on those FSARs that reference CESSAR.

1

I

.
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1 The third area of our review in this section was the criteria used by
'

the applicant in the design of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports.
All component supports have been designed in accordance with Subsection NF

{ of the ASME Code, Section III.

We have reviewed the applicant's design criteria pertaining to buckling j

of component supports and the design of bolts used in component supports. ,

; With respect to buckling,- we find the applicant's criteria acceptable.
1

With respect to bolt design, the applicant has supplied information <

;

concerning the design of not only the bolts but also the baseplates into
which the bolts are inserted and which the bolts connect to the underlying

:

I

concrete or steel structures. This information has been submitted as a response

to our Office of Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 79-02, " Pipe Support

.
Base Plate Designs Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts". The review of

,

I this information is being performed jointly by our Office of Inspection and

L Enforcement and our Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. We will renort

j the results of our review in a supplement to this Safety Evaluation Report.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.4 and contingent upon
resolution of the open items, our findings will be as follows.,

i The specified design and service loading combinations used for the designi

f of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports in systems classified as

j seismic Category I provide assurance that, in the event of an earthquake or
.

1 other service loadings due to postulated events or system operating transients,
the resulting :ombined stresses imposed on system components will not exceed

allowable stress and strain limits for the materials of construction. Limiting'

the stresses under such loading combinations provides a conservative basis
for the design of support components to withstand the most adverse combination of:

loading events without loss of structural integrity or supported component

j operabil-i ty. The design and service load combinations and associated stress

.
and deformation limits specified by ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component

:
supports comply with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.3 and satisfy the'

i applicable portions of General Design Criteria 1, 2, and 4
(
:
1

.. -. .- _ .. . . - - . _ -- - -- - _ -
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3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems'

Our revie, under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.4 covers the design of

the hydraulic control rod drive system up to its interface with the control
We reviewed the analyses and tests performed to assure the structuralrods.

integrity and operability of this system during normal operation and under
accider.t conditions. We also reviewed the life-cycle testing performed to
demonstrate the reliability of the control rod drive system over its 40-year

life.

There is a discrepancy in the FSAR as to how long the control element
drive mechanism is designed to operate without maintenance. How long is the

CEDM designed to operate without maintenance?

What are and where are the design loads, stress limits and allowable

deformations listed?-

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.4 and contingent upon the
satisfactory resolution of the open items, our findings are as follows.

The design criteria and the testing program conducted in verification
of the mechanical operability and life cycle capabilities of the control rod

Thedrive system are in conformance with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.4.
use of these criteria provide reasonable assurance that the system will
function reliably when required and will form an acceptable basis for satisfying
the mechanical reliability requirements of General Design Criterion 27.

'

3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals _
,

Our review under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.5 is concerned with the
load combinations, allowable stress limits, and other criteria used in the

design of the System 80 reactor internals. The applicant has stated that the

reactor internals have been designed in accordance with Subsection tiG, " Core

Support Structures", of the ASME Code, Section III. The description of the

configuration and general arrangement of the reactor internal structures,
components, assemblies and systems has been reviewed and found to be quite

complete.

_____.
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We have one question concerning allowable stress limits. To what
limits are the stressee due to the LOCA and the SSE compared?

The FSAR states that for a break in an outlet nozzle some control|

element assemblies in the vicinity cannot be inserted. For this break

show that enough negative reactivity can be inserted into the core to stop

the reaction. Can all of the CEAs be inserted for an inlet break?
WhereWhat is the highest usage factor for the reactor internals.

does it occur?

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.5 and contingent upon the
|

satisfactory resolution of the open items our findings will be as follows.

The specified transients, design and service loadings, and combination
c

of loadings as applied to the design of the System 80 reactor internals provideI

reasonable assurance that in the event of an earthquake or of a system transient
.

during normal plant operation, the resulting deflections and associated stresses
ir posed on these reactor internals would not exceed allowable stresses and
deiormation limits for the materials of construction. Limiting the stresses
and deformations under such loading combinations provides an acceptable basis
for the design of these reactor internals to withstand the most adverse loading
events which have been postulated .to occur during the service lifetime without
loss of structural integrity or impairment of function. The design procedures

and criteria used by the applicant in the design of the System 80 reactor internals
comply with Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.5 and constitute an acceptable
basis for satisfying the applicable requirements of General Design Criteria

1, 2, 4 and 10.
l

::.

* <

o

-
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(
3.9.6 Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves

,

.

In Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 of this Safety Evaluation Report we discussed
t'e design of safety-related pumps and valves. The design of these pumpsh

and valves is intended to demonstrate that they will be capable of perfoming
their safety function (open, close, start, etc.) at any time during the plant
life. However, to provide added assurance of the reliability of these
components, the applicant will periodically test all its safety-related -

pumps and valves. These tests are performed in general accordance with the
;

! rules of Section XI of the ASME Code. These tests verify that these pumps

and valves operate su:cessfully when called upon. Additionally, periodicI

| measurements are made of various parameters and compared to baseline measure-

f ments in order to detect long-tem degradation of the pump or valve performance.
Our review under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.5 covers the applicant's

j program for preservice and inservice testing of pumps and valves. We give
"

] particular attention to those areas of the test program for which the applicant

! requests relief from the requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code.
! CE has provided a comitment that this information will be ;,rovided in

| any FSAR that references CESSAR. Specific review of this section will,
! therefore, be done on those FSARs that reference CESSAR.

>

;

!

1

.

|

i |

| |

;

I

_ _ _ - . _ . _ _ - - - . - . _ . ._ _ _ _ _ . _ .- - .
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-

D T
GHB/NRC.

CESSAR

3/30/81
-

3.2 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems

3.2.1 Seismic Classification4

Page 3.2-1

The FSAR states that small mechanical components such as strainers and

piping are not listed in the table. How small is small? These components
;

should be lited in Table 3.2-1.
"Where structures or supports essential to the performance of a ssfety

function are not provided by C-E, interface requirements are stated in
the interface sections." Provide a list of the typical supports or structures
referenced above as well as an example of the interface requirements.

.

Page 3.2-2
.

Provide a detailed explanation of " Seismic Category II" and list all
>

items placed in this category.'

2 Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components

Page 3.2-5

Explain why the control element drive mechanisms, core support structures,
fuel assemblies and control element assemblies are not given a safety class.

Why aren't the control element drive mechanisms classified as seismic

Category I?

Page 3.2-7

Why is the reactor coolant punp safety Class 2?

Page 3.2-10

"Frovision for cooling water to the pump bearing oil cooler and pump
motor oil cooler will not comply with the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.29

(see Subsection 5.4.1.2)." The actual section is 5.4.1.3. Provide

details of the testing done on these pumps to show that the cooling water

is unnecessary.
.

_ . --. - - - -
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3.6.2 Determination of Break Locations and Dynamic Effects Associcted with
the Postulated Ruoture of Piping

3.6.2.1, Page 3.6-2

All references to 10% of the code allowable for fatigue should be

I chnged to a cumulative usage factor of .l.

3.6.2.1, Page 3.6-3

For determining whether a break will be circumferential or longitudinal,
|

the number actually used to determine that one stress is "significantly
higher" than the other is needed.

3.6.2.1, Page 3.6-4

|
When longitudinal breaks are postulated, assurance must be provided that

they are chosen in the location that could cause the most damage.

Assurance must be provided that the criteria used to predict break
locations, as referenced to CENPD-168A, is used for reactor coolant system

! piping only. If this criteria is used for other than RCS piping, additional

! justification must be provided.

How are break location and type determined from the fatigue usage factor?

Assurances should be provided that circumferential and longitudinalI

breaks have been calculated at points with high usage factors.

Plant specific details for break opening times will be included in the
applicant's FSAR.

3.6.2.2, Page 3.6-5

What is the fluid system thermal-hydraulic analysis used and how is iti

| determined that it is acceptable?
|

3. k l. l. | - age 3. 6 * 1
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3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis

3.7.2.1.1, Page 3.7-3

The criteria used to determine significant modes should be given.

3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

3.7.3.4, Page 3.7-11

It is stated that " stresses and deformations . . . be within the
established limits." What are these limits and where are they defined?

3.7.3.5, Page 3.7-11

The use of the 1.5 factor to account for multi-mode response when
- using the equipment static load method of analysis should be limited to

beam or frame type structures. What components were analyzed using this

method?

3.7.3.12, Page 3.7-12

What are the " pertinent features" of the non-seismic piping that are
i included in the analysis of seismic piping? What criteria is used to

determine pertinency?
.

4

3.7.3.14, Page 3.7-13

! "When the linear vertical analysis indicates that the response of the
core may be sufficiently large to cause it to lift off the core plate, a
vertical nonlinear analysis is also performed." Provide an example of
these two types of analysis. If the nonlinear analysis is used, provide

.

a commitment that this will be indicated in the applicant's FSA;.,

Provide a commitment that closely spaced modes are considered, as

per Reg. Guide 1.92, in the analysis of the reactor internals a uf the core.,

!

-

"W
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3.9 Mechanical Systems and , Components

'

General

All references to the ASME Code should reference what part is being

used.

3.9.1.2, Page 3.9-3

Method of verification is needed for all computer programs used.

3.9.1.4.1, Page 3.9-20-

What are " suitable dynamic load factors"?

3.9.1.4.1, Page 3.9-21
.

Any cases where inelastic methoJ: af analysis are used are needed.
Provide an example of the analysis. If tr.ese .;ithods are plant specific,

provide a commitment that they will be included in the applicant's FSAR.

3.9.1.4.2, Page 3.9-21
.

What are the specific procedures and criteria used to design non-
code items related to plant safety?

Table 3.9.1-1

The number associated with cach design transient should be included

in this table.

3.9.2.4, Page 2.9-29

Which plant will be the lead plant for CESSAR?

3.9.2.4.2, Page 3.9-29 ,

2 A list of the actual instrument locations is needed.

.

; 1

1

,

. - . - - . . - . _ _ _ , - . - . - - . _ . _.
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C
3.9.2.5, Page 3.9-32

This section should discuss how the reactor coolant system was designed

t'o structurally withstand the combined loads due to a LOCA and a SSE. The
applicant has only described how it performs a blowdown analysis of its
reactor internals. CE must discuss how it considers asyr.:netric loads,
annulus pressurization and combined loads from the LOCA and SSE. Details

of how this analysis is coordinated with the AE are also needed. A report

of the analysis should be provided.

3.9.2.6, Page 3.9-35

We will require a copy of the report comparing the predicted and
measured response of the reactor internal to flow induced vibration.

- .

3.9.3.1, Page 3.9-36

The applicant states that the SRSS method of combination for the SSE

and pipe rupture has been used. What is the other "more conservative method"?

Ge*c=[
es +e usi.nat mat % or a a me

: e s; u a n ~ c
l
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Following is a tabulation of the loading combination used by CE:

1. ASME Class 1 Piping, Ccmoonents (except valves), and Suoports
(3.9.3.1.1, Tables 3.9.3-l&2)

NB-3223 and NC-3654Operating Pressure + Dead Weight <

NB-3223 and NB-3654<,

! Po + DW + OBE NS-3224 and NB-3655<Po + DW + Emergency Transients
NB-3225 and NB-3656| <

Po + DW + LOCA + SSE'

| 2. ASME Class 1 Valves (Active Only)
; (3.9.3.1.1)
| ASME III pressure-temperature rating for
! Operating Pressure <

applicable conditica
|

3. ASME Class 1 Valves (Passive)

The FSAR is mute on this subject.

4. ASME Class 2&3 Piping

The FSAR is mute on this subject.

5. ASME Class 2&3 Vessels
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.1)

Po + DW + OBE : Pm < l.1 S, Pm + P < 1.65 SB

Po + DW + SSE : Pm < 2.0 S, Pm + P < 2.4 5B

6. ASME Class 2&3 Valves
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.2)

f
! Po + DW + OBE : Po < l.0 Pr (active)Po < l.1 Pr (passive)

Po + DW + SSE : Po < 1.0 Pr (activePo < l.2 Pr (passive)

7. ASME Class 2&3 Pumos (Active)
(3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE : Pm < 1.0 S, Pm + P < 1.5 SB

Po + DW + SSE : Pm < l.0 S, Pm + PB < l.5 S

8. ASME Class 2&3 Pumos (Passive)
(3.9.3.1.3, 3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE : Pm < 1.1 5, Pm + PB < l.65 S

!
Po + DW + SSE : /m < 2.0 S, Pm + Pg < 2.4 S

!
i

1

l

._. - . _ - - . - - . .
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9. ASME Class 2&3 Supports
i

g3.9.3.1.3,3.9.3.1.3.3)

Po + DW + OBE < Stress limits not described,

Po + OW + SSE < Stress limits not described
,

The following questions apply to the above combinations:

1. For the Operating Pressure + Dead Weight the limits should be from

NB-3222 and NB-3653.

2. a ASME Code has limits on stress in addition,to P limits. These
r

should be addressed here.

3. Are there any Class 1 passive valves in the system?

4. What are the design limits for Class 2&3 piping?

5. What stress limits are used in the design of Class 2&3 supports?
-

|

In general, assurances must be provided that stresses due to the; mal
expansion, thermal shcck and differential supports movements have also

been included.

-

3.9.3.1.3, Page 3.9-36

What are the actual design transients used for Class 2 and 3? Why

aren t pipe break loads included for Class 4 & 3 components?

3.9.3.1.3.1, Page 3.9-37

How are closely spaced modes handled?

Table 3.9.3-1

f What are the " dynamic system loadings associated with the emergency

condition"?

t

|
3.9.4.1, Page 3.9-47

How long is the CEDM designed to operate without meintenance?

._ _ _ - - - _ __
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3.9.4.3, Page 3.9-51

What and where are the design loads, stress limits and allowable

deformations given?
1

,

3.9.5.4.1, Page 3.9-60

To what limits are the stresses due to the LOCA and SSE compared?

Can the CEA be inserted for an inlet break? For an outlet break show'

that enough negative reactivity be inserted into the core to stop the

reaction.

What and where does the highest usage factor occur in the reactor

internals?

. .

f

f

A

d

i

i

!

!
,,

i

i

i

I

i

!

'
.
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Monday, June 22, 1931_ .

(Project Mgt. Conference Room,19H,1st Floor)9:00 a.m.
Speaker

! DAP, DRW
2) 3.2.1 Interfaces

DRW
1) Table 3.2-1, Strainers

TAM
3) 3.2.1, Seismic II

JEW5) Table 3.2-1,flote (3) RCP'

DAP
6) Table 3.2-1, Pipe Supports

VMC
7) 3.2.2, AftSI-N18.2

DAP
B) - 13) 3.6.2 Pipe Breaks

1:00 p.m. (Conference Rooms A+B, Bldg. 4, 1st Floor)

DAP
28) 3.9.3, Load Combination

DAP29) Table 3.9.3-2, Class 1 Stress Limits
TLK

30) 3.9.3.1.1, Class 1 Valve Stress Limits
TLK

31) 3.9.3.1.1, Passive Class 1 Valves
DAP

32) 3.9.3.1.3, Class 2/3 Piping
PWW

33) - 36) 3.9.3.1.3 Class 2/3 Components
DAP37) Table 3.9.3-1, Emergency Condition
DAP

20) 3.9.1, Computer Code Verification
DAP

| 22) 3.9.1.4, Equivalent Static Load
DAP

23) 3.9.1.4, Inelastic Analysis
'

! 25) Table 3.9.1-1,flumber of Cycles DAP/EAS

l -

i

:.
b

1
.

iO

.
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AGErlDA

)
_ Tuesday, June 23, 1931_

.

,

(Building 19U, Large Class Room, 2nd Floor) |

Speaker |9:00 a.m.

LDG

14) - 17) 3.7.3, Component Seismic Analysis
RL

18) 3.7.3.14, Reactor Seismic Analysis
RL

19) 3.7.3.14, Closely Spaced Modes
RL

26) 3.9.2, Precritical Vibration Monitoring

(Building 19W, Large Class Room 2nd Floor)1:00 p.m.

JFM,RFZ

4) Table 3.2-1, Non-Cc:le Item Classification
JFM,RFZ

24) 3.9.1.4.2, tion-Code Item Criteria
RFZ

38) 3.9.4, CCDM Maintainance Interval
RFZ

39) 3.9.4, CEDM Design Limits
JFM

40) 3.9.5, Reactor Internals Design Limits
JFM

42) 3.9.5, Reactor Internals Usage Factors
}

O
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AGEf1DA

Ilednesday, June 24, 1981 .

,

9:00 a.m. (Building 1911, large Class Room, 2nd Floor)

EPRI Valse Test Program (Slide Presentation Folleted by GJK/DFS

Tour of Test Facility)

1:00 p.in. (Building 19W, Large Class Room, 2nd Floor)

27),41) 3.9.1.4, 3.9.2.5 Asymmetric Loads RL/TEft

Summarize Meeting Commitments

Thursday, June 25, 1981

Tour CE Avery and CE-KSB Pump Facilities

O

.
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Question 1: Page 3.2-1
<

.

The FSAR states that small mechanical components such as strainers and piping

are not listed in the table. How small is small? These components should be
|

1 listed in Table 3.2-1.
<

! Response
+

s

) A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

! section 3.2.1 and Table 3.2-1). Note that Table 3.2-1 has also been made con-
i sistent with the mechanical equipment listed on Table 1.2-1. Note also that
i '

j there is no additional piping indicated becuase CESSAR scope is limited to the
i RCS main loop piping.
i

|

1
;

;

i

!

i

1

|

I
:

l
!

!
!

!

!

!
i

!

|

i

.

1
!

<

|

.
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I

: Question 2: Page 3.2-1
"Where structures or supports essential to the performance of a safety function

: are not provided by C-E, interface requirements are stated in the interface
sectier.:." Provide a list of the typical suoports or structures referenced

.

above as well as an example of the interface requirements.
!
4

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheats. (See
;

sections 1.1.3, 1.2.2 and Table 3.2-1.)

:

!

<

a

.

I

i

1

|
.

.

k

%

.

!

i

I
i

!

. . - . . . . _ . . . . - . . . .- ._ .. - ,- , -- -- _... , ,,. - , - , . . - . - - . - . . . .
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1

|

1

|
i

|

Question 3: Page 3.2-2

Provids a detailed explanation of " Seismic Category II" and list all items placed
in this category.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.2.1) ;

i

|

.

J

* I

!

|

|

|

I

|.
'

l

i

!

|

I- , _ - - _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - - _ . _ . ~ _ _ . _ _ . _ , - _ _ , _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . . . - . _ , . - - .
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i |

|

| |

|;

Question 4: Page 3.2-5

| a) Explain why the control element drive mechanisms, core support structures, fuel
'

assemblies and control element assemblies are not given a sa?ety class,

b) Why aren't the control element drive mechanisms classified <.; seismic Category I?

Response

a) A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See
|

| Table 3.2-1)
'

b) Note 7 of Table 3.2-1 identifies the pressure boundary housing for the CEDM
as Seismic Category I. No CESSAR changes required.

!

|

.

|

|

|

l
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Question 5: Page 3.2-7

a) Why is the reactor coolant pump safety Class 27

Question 5: Page 3.2-10

b) " Provision for cooling water to the pump bearing oil cooler and pump motor
oil cooler will not comply with the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.29 (See

; Subsection 5.4.1.2)." The actual section is 5.4.1.3. Provide details of
I the testing done on these pumps to show that the cooling water is unnecessary.
i
,

i Response

| a) Note 4 to Table 3.2-1 stipulates that the structural portions of the RCP's
which are necessary to assure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are Safety Class 1. No CESSAR change required.

b) Additional testing for the loss of component cooling water to the RCP's has
;

been completed and documented in CENPD-201 Supplement 1. This document is
,

under review by the Auxiliary Systems Branch (ASB). The MEB will accept the

decision of the ASB regarding the acceptability of the component cooling water
design for the RCP's. No CESSAR change required, .

:

i

i

!

i

!

!

<

n
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i

Question 6: General

f Wha * piping supports are in the CESSAR scope..

l

.

Rtsporise

The RCS main loop component supports are included in the CESSAR scope. There are

no main loop piping supports.

A CESS,".R change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

Table 3.2-1.}

I

i

|

|
t

.

O
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Question 7: Page 3.23
Justification for the applicant's interpretation of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.26 is
rGquired. A point by point comparison is needed between Reg. Guide 1.26 and ANSI

N18.2. Justification for its use instead of Reg. Guide 1.26 is also required.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sneets. (See

Table 3.2-1 and applicable notes) ,

.



_

_ _

|

Question 8: Page 3.6-3

For determining whether a break will be circumferential or longitudinal, the number
actually used to determine that one stress is "significantly higher" than the other
is needed.

Response

Table 5-2 in the topical report (CENPD-168A) provides ratios of stress, hoop to
horizontal . No CESSAR change required.

.

4

- . - _ , . _ . _
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' Question 9: Page 3.6-4

When longitudinal breaks are postulated, assurance must be provided that theyi

; are chosen in the location that could cause the most damage.
'

.

Rssponse

This question is not applicable to CESSAR piping. No CESSAR change required.

1
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Question 10: Page 3.6-2

a) All refe:ences to 10% of the code allowable for fatigue should be changed to a
cumulative usage factor of .1.

,

;

Question 10: Page 3.6-4

b) How are break location and type determined from the fatigue usage factor?
1

c) Assurances should be provided that circumferential and longitudinal breaks
have been calculated at points with high usage factors.

Response

a) C-E clarified that 10% of the code allowable is considered to be equivalent
to a cumulative usage factor of .1. No CESSAR change required.

b) C-E did not use usage factor in the Topical to determine break location. No

CESSAR change required.

c) Seme as 10b) above.

'
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Qurstion 11: page 3.6-4

Assurance must be provided that the criteria used to predict break locations, as
r0ferenced to CENPD-168A, is used for reactor coolant system piping only. If

this criteria is used for other than RCS piping, additional justification must
b provided.

Risponse

A CESSAR change will be incorporated to indicate that C-E has performed a
CEiiPD-168A analysis for the System 80 plant. A figure indicating the main
loop piping stress survey results will be included as well as a discussion
of the parameters used in the analysis. (See section 3.6.2).

-



. . . . . _ _ . . . - . _.

!

!

!

Ou,stion 12: Page 3.6-4

Plant specific details for break opening times will be included in the applicant's
FSAR.

R sponse

C-E agrees. A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets.
(See Section 3.6.2.2).

|

|
|

?
. - - _ . . - - - _ _. _ ._ -_ _ _. _- __
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Question 13: Page 3.5-5
a) What is the fluid system thermal-hydraulic analysis used and how is it

determined that it is acceptable?

Question 13: Page 3.6-2

b) In analyzing the effects of high energy line breaks, explain how the jet
impingement effects are considered for each plant specific.

.

Response

a) The CEFLASH-4A fluid system thermal hydraulic computer code described in4

NUREG-0609 is used to determine pipe break forcing functions. No CESSAR

change required.
b) C-E provides mass energy release and $reak location and area to the architect'

engineer. The architect engineer has responsibility to design for the effects
of a jet impingement. No CESSAR change required.

'

.

f

;

4'
.

,
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Question 14: Page 3.7-3

The criteria used to determine significant modes should be given.

Response

The criteria used to determine that all significant modes were included in seismic
analyses was that the inclusion of additional modes resulted in less than 10%j

i increase in results. As a minimum all frequencies less than 33 Hz. were included

in the analyses. No CESSAR change required.
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Question 15: Page 3.7-11

It is stated that " stresses and deformations . . . be within the established
limits." What are these limits and where are they defined?

,

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

i section 3.7.3.4).
.
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Question 16: Page 3.7-11

a) The, use of the 1.5 factor to account for multi-mode response when using the
equipment static load method of analysis should be limited to beam or frame
type structures.

b) What components were analyzed using this method?

Response

a) A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.7.3.5).
b) The method listed above is only used for steam generator internal

components. No CESSAR change required.
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Question 17: Page 3.7-12

What are the " pertinent features" of the non-seismic piping that are included in
the analysis-of seismic piping? What criteria is used to determine pertinency?

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.7.3.13) .

1
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Question 18: Page 3.7-13

"When the linear vertical analysis indicates that the response of the core may be

,sufficiently large to cause it to lift off the core plate, a vert cal nonlineari

analysis is also performed." Provide an example of these two types of analysis.

If the nonlinear analysis is used, procide a commitment that will be indicated in
the applicant's FSAR.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

sections 3.7.3.19.1 and 3.7.3.14.1.1.) Also a new Figure will be added illustrating

the nonlinear vertical model.
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|
! Question 19: Page 3.7-13

Provide a comitment that closely spaced modes are considered, as per Reg. Guide

1.92, in the analysis of the reactor internals and the core.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up s.%ets. (See

section 3.7.3.14.1).

e
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Question 20: Page 3.9-3

Method of verification is needed for all computer programs used.

R'sponse

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.1.2). Note that some codes not used in CESSAR analysis are being

deleted.

_
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Question 21: General

All references to the ASME Code should reference what part is being used.
i

;

Response

C-E agrees and will include the part numbers as CESSAR is amended in the future.

;
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! Question 22: Page 3.9-20
What are " suitable dynamic load factors"?

:

Rosponse
;

: A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.1.4.1).
|
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Question 23: Page 3.9-21
,

Any cases where inelastic methods of analysis are used are needed. Provide an
.

example of the analysis. If these methods are plant speci#ic, provide a comitment
that they will be included in the applicant's FSAR.

.

Response
~ A CESSAR change v:ill be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

i

[ section 3.9.1.4.1).
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Question 24: Page 3.9-21
What are the specific procedures and criteria used to design non-code items related

to plant safety?

Response
j

|
A CESSAR ciinge will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

'
I ssction 3.9.1.4.2 and Table 3.2-1).

!
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j Question 25: Table 3.9.1-1
The number associated with each design transient should be included in this table.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per th? attached marked up sheets. (See

Table 3.9.1-1).
!
!
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Question 26: Page 3.9-29

a) Wnich plant will be the lead plant for CESSAR?4

b) A l'ist of the actual instrument locations is needed.

Question 26: Page 3.9-35

c) We will require a copy of the report comparing the predicted and measured
response of the reactor internal to flow induced vibration.

;

Response

a) Palo Verde will be the lead plant for the reactor internals precritical vibration
monitoring progra.n. No CLSSAR change required.

b) Instrument locations and comparisons of predicted and measured responses were
3

described at the review meeting. The necessary reports will be filed in
accordance with the schedule delineated in Regulatory Guide 1.20. No CESSAR

;

change required.
j c) Same response as 26 b) above.

;

.
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Question 27: Page 3.9-32
This section should discuss how the reactor coolant system was designed to struc-

turally withstand the combined loads due to a LOCA and a SSE. The applicant has
only described how it performs a blowdown analysis of its reactor internals.i

C-E must discuss how it considers asymmetric loads, annulus pressurization and

combined loads from the LOCA and SSE. Details of how this analysis is coordinated

|
with the AE are also needed. A report of the analysis should be provided.

|

| Response,

| A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

!
sections 3.9.1.4, 3.9.1.2.2.10 and 3.9.2.5). Also attached to this response

! is Figure 1, which was requested during T. E. Natan's presentation on asymmetric!

loads. The generic and plant specific analysis required for Reactor Vessel
asymmetric pressure loads is indicated on the Figure.

.

|
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Question 28: Page 3.9-36
The applicant states that the SRSS method of combination for the SSE and pipe
rspture has been used. What is the other "more conservative method"?

1

Response

Ti:e "more conservative method" is the absolute sum method. No CESSAR change

required.

t
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Question 29: Section 3.9.3
For the Operating Pressure + Dear Weight the limits should be from NB-3222 and NB-

, 3653.
.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See ;
~

Table 3.9.3-2).
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Question 30: Section 3.9.3
The ASME Code has limits on stress in addition to P limits. These should be-

r

addressed here.,

.

Response*

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

- section 3.9.3.1.1, 3.9.3.1.3.2, and Table 3.9.3-2).
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,

L Question 31: Section 3.9.3
1
' Are there any Class 1 passive valves in the system? -

,
*

1

Response

i Yes, there are Class 1 passive valves in the system. See response to question 30
I for complete resolution.
:'
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1

,[ Question 32: General !
I

What are the design limits for Class 2 & 3 piping?

4

Response

) There is no Class 2 & 3 piping in the CESSAR scope. No CESSAR change required.
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|

;
'

Question 33: Section 3.9.3
; What stress limits are used in the design of Ciast, 2 & 3 supports?
i
4 .

Rtsponse

Safety Class 2/3 component surports are designed such that they will accept anchor
1

I

i bolts designed to service level A and B stress limits per ASME III subsection NF i

{ for specified faulted condition loadings. Anchor bolts are not in the scope of

CESSAR..

,

! A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

l sectior. 3.9.3.1.3 and Table 3.9.3-i). The change to Table 3.9.3-2 was made

j since the above questions also applied to Clast I supports.

j
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Question 34: General

In general, assurances must be provided that stresses due to thermal expansion,
thennal shock and differential supports movments have also been included.

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.3.1.3). For clarification only a reference to Table 3.9.3-1 has
i

been added to section 3.9.3.1.3 since note (b) of the Table provides the
response to Question 34.
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Question 35: Page 3.9-36

What are the actual design transients used for Class 2 and 37

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.3.1.3).

|

|
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Question 36: Page 3.9-36 ,
,

a) Why aren't pipe break loads included for Class 2 & 3 comronents?

Question _36: Page 3.9-37

b) How are closely spaced modes handled? !-

i Response
"

i
a) Component nozzle load limits provided to the B0P designer include all effects

,

including pipe breaks. (See sectior 3.9.3.1.3). j
.

! b) A CESSAR change will be in'corporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See*

j section 3.7.3.14.1). |
'
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Question 37: Table 3.9.3-1
What are the " dynamic system loadings associated with the emergency condition"?

Response

Main loop components have no emergency loadings in accordance with Table 3.9.1-1.
No CESSAR change required.

,
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1
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Question 38: Page 3.9-47

How long is the CEDM designed to operate without maintenance?

RQsponse

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.4.1).

.

.
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Question 39: Page 3.9-51

What and where are the design loads, stress limits and allowable deformations

|
given?

|

Response

A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

Table 3.9.4-1).
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Question 40: Page 3.9-60

To what limits are the stresses due to the LOCA and SSE cnapared?

Response

Table 3.9.5-1 provides the response to this question. No CESSAR change required.
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i
-guestion 41: Page 3.9-60

Can the CEA be inserted for an inlet break? For an outlet break show that enough

negative reactivity can be inserted into the core to stop the reaction,

Response
,

i A CESSAR change will be incorporated per the attached marked up sheets. (See

section 3.9.5.4.1C and 3.9.1.4.3.6.1) .
'
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Question 42: Page 3.9-60

What and where does the highest usage factor occur in the reactor internals?
.

Response

The highest usage factor for the reactor internals is found to occur in the core
support barrel flange region, and is typically less than .30. The actual value'

is plant specific depending on site specific seismic bases. No CESSAR change
-

required,
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JgIRQRUCIION ANQ_GENERALDIKRIPTION OF PLANT
.

1.0
,

1.1 INTRODUCTION
P

Combustion Engineering Standard Safety Analysis Report (CESSAR) has
b,en prepared in support of the overall effort to standardize the nuclear
Th]

This submittal
st:am supply systems marketed by Combustion Engineering, Inc.
is in accordance with the " Reference System" option of WASH-1341, " Program-
matic Information for the Licensing of Standardized Nuclear Power Plants" N

CESSAR will be referenced (in total orwhich was issued in August, 1974. I
in part) in the safety analysis reports submitted by Applicants using aThis system
Combustion Engineering 3817 Nt nuclear gteam supply system.
is also referred to as C-E's " System 80T " design.

1.1.1 SYSTEM 80 DESIGN

CESSAR is the licensing document that describes the System 80 Nuclear Steara
A summary of the System 80 design is presented

Supply System (NSSS) design.in Section 1.2 and detailed information on specific systems is developed in
the appropriate sections of CESSAR.

Changes from earlier C-E designs have been made to respond to utility needs
cnd provide increased conservatism (including for Loss-of-Coolant Accident

These improvements include a larger core size, greater -

(LOCA) conditions).number of fuel rods and modification in the guidance method for controlThe larger
elcment assemblies used for reactor control and rapid shutdown.
core size and increased number of fuel rods allow for higher reactor power
levels with a decrease in peak heat rating and a resultant decrease in fuel
rod temperatures under LOCA conditions. The modified Control Element
Assembly guidance system aesign provides increased conservatism and flexi-
bility in the reactivity control and shutdown capability.

1.1.2 POWER LEVELS

System 80 is a Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) for a plant which will be
~

For thislicensed to operate at a maximum core power level of 3800 Nt.

0 [ core power level, the NSSS power is 3817 Nt.0

L 1.1.3 INTERFACES 1'
OThe CESS W design scope submitted for NRC lic sing approval consists of

.

the sy ems listed in T e 1.2-1. Capabil' ies of the Bal e of Plant

(B0P , known as inter ces, necessary so at the CESSA esign scope

s ems fulfill the' safety function re identifie n the sectio
escribing the sy ems in the CESSA design scope. able 1.2- ovides a

atrix of interf ce sections in CE AR for each system des' ated as per-

( forming a safety function.

1.1.3.1 Interface Definitions

A CESSAR interface is a requirement that the 80P have a certain capability
necessary for assuring that a CESSAR design scope system will fulfill its

Requirements that are part of Technical Specificationssafety functions.
are not separately identified as interface requirements.

1.1-1
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Insert 1

I Tha des'ign requirements for the Balance of Plant (80P), known as interfaces, are
provided to the architect-engineer in detailed interface documents which describe
th2 design requirements necessary to assure that the CESSAR design scope systems,
as listed in Table 1.2-1, will fulfill their safety functions as discussed in the

A matrix of interface sections in CESSAR which describe thesystem descriptions.:
general design requirements for each system designated as performing a safety

t function is provided in Table 1.2-2,'

I
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1.2 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION

PRINCIPAL SITE CHARACT5RISTICS .

1.2.1
'
,

1.2.1.1 Site location

See Applicant's SAR.

1.2.1.2 Plant Surroundings
I

See Applicant's SAR.

1.2.1.2.1 Meteorelogy

Section 2.3 of CESSAR lists, for plant radiological evaluation purposes,
the short. (accident) and long (routine) term diffusion estimates (X/Q).
The applicant's Safety Analysis Report factors particular site dependent
wind loadings resulting from tornadoes or hurricanes inte the design of
safety related structures and equipment (e.g., containment structure,
etc.).

1.2.1.2.2 Hydrology

Hydrological data affecting the design of safety related structures is
presented in Section 2.4 of the Applicant's Safety Analysis Report.

1.2.1.2.3 Geology and Seismclogy

The design of safety related structures, systems, and components of System '
80 is consistent with the general structural response spectra envelopes
given in Section 3.7.

SYSTEM 80 SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION1.2.2

System _80 includes an NSSS and many of_ its auxiliary and safety systems.

M@l/1.)-1 gabigateVthyse $stpms pod 96mppeng Summary descriptionsSSAR.

g,G @ # are' presented b'elow anc cetaisec in 1.ne oppropriate sections of CEwhich affect these systems described in CESSAR but not within the scope ofInformation related to the safe design of structures, systems and components
g * 8 this document is identified in the appropriate sections of this documentThe Applicant's

under the heading " Interfaces". as defined in Section 1.1.3.SAR will further define CESSAE m ,pe with respect to individual applications.
gs5

NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM (NSSS)1.2.3

The NSSS generates approximately 3800 Mwt, producing saturated main steam.
The NSSS contains two independent primary coolant loops, each of which has
two reactor coolant p' amps, a steam generator, a 42-inch ID outlet (hot)An electrically heated pres-
pipe and two 30-inch 10 inlet (cold) pipes.surizer is connected to one of the loops, and safety injection lines arePressurized
connected to each of the four cold legs and the two hot legs.
water circulates by means of electric-motor-driven, single-stage, centrifugal

|

1.2-1 .
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Insert 2

The CESSAR scope of design for systems and components is listed in Table 1.2-1.
The seismic category and safety and quality classification of mechanical com-
ponent.s within the CESSAR scope are ;isted in Table 3.2-1.
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3.2 CLASSIFICATIONOFSTRUCTURES, COMPONENTS,ANDSYSTE*l

3.2.1 SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION

Structures, systems, and components which are important to safety and
designed to remain functional in the event of a safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE) are designated as Seismic Category I.

Seismic Category I structures, systems, and components are those necessary
to ensure:

1. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

2. The capability to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor and keep it in
a safe shutdcwn condition; or

3. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in potential offiste exposures in excess of 10CFR100
guidelines;

Mechanical structures, systems, and components not classified as Seismic
Category I have no seismic classification.

The selection of Category I structures, systems, and components is in
accordance with the definition above and the guidance provided by Regulatory
Guide 1.29. IndividualcomponentsinCategoryIsystemsareclassifiefby

O reference to the safety classes assigned in accordance with ANSI N18.2
All components in Safety Classes 1, 2, and 3 are

pc I (see Section 3.2.2). Seismic Category I. Q u M ,fA
.

blMy cl*-**.O. d8"[ifg The seismic categoryToT metop mechanical components "i:" 2r: within the
i '-

wM7 CESSAR scope are listed in Table 3.2-1. -"id alx 'i:t: ::'^t; : " r ''tva3W *eeW'" ' Smal mechan' al comp ents su as pipi and s iner

h arp nyt list ; the- may be ound by eference o the P D (Ch rs .0
V.0And 9. wher the exa safety lass bo daries e indic ted. ' Seismic

gory I' includes all mechanical components within the safety class
boundaries and extends to the first seismic restraint beyond the boundary.
Structures or supports essential to the performance of a safety function by
a mechanical component cr capable of disabling interaction with it are
designed to Seismic Category I requirements for structural integrity only.
Where structures or supports essential to the performance of a safety
function are not provided by C-E, interface requirements are stated in the
interface sections. This allows the Applicant to design in such a way that
any structures, systems, or components that could potentially have a disabling
interaction with C-E supplied Seismic Category I mechanical structures,
systems, or components are either prevented from doing so or are designed
to meet Seismic Category I structural integrity requirements.

The seismic category of major electrical components which are normally in
the C-E scope of supply; is listed in Section 3.11, which also includes
safety and quality classit? cation. Electrical structures, systems, and

components not classified as Seismic Category I, but whose failure could

|

3.2-1
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Insert 3

The only process piping included in the CESSAR scope is the RCS main loop piping.
The safety class boundaries of other process piping, (not included in CESSAR scope)
is indicated on the P&ID's (Chapters 5.0, 6.0, and 9.0).

,
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represent a hazard to the operator or could interfere with the performance
ect al structures systems and compcnents,

of required safety functions oforyIIgAnyelectricalsystemorstru+reare classified as Seismic Cat .

or component not in Seis ategory I or II is considered non-seismi ,

see Sr.ction 3.10.

For purposes of this discussion, the motors and solenoids used to provide
motive power to mechanical components are tieated as part of the mechanical
component.

.2.2 SYSTEM QUALITY GROUP CLASSIFICATIONS (SAFETY CLASS)

p;Sif ents important to safety are classified in accordance
f g, Fluidsystemcoyp
W with ANSI N18.2 . The critaria establish safety classes which are used as

% d a guide to the sefection of codes, standards, and quality assurance provisionsfor the desing and construciton of the components. The safety class designa-

/[yltionsarealsousedasaguidetothosefluidsystemcomponentstobeclassified as Seismic Category I (see Section 3.2.1).

The Safety Class definitions in ANSI N18.2 ere summarized as follows:

1. Safety Class 1 applies to components whose failure could cause a
condition III or IV loss of reactor coolant;

2. Safety Class 2 applies to reactor containment, and to those components
in the reacto. coolant pressure boundary not in Safety Class 1, and to
those components of safety systems that are necessary to:

a) Remove heat directly from the reactor or reactor containment;
b) Circulate reactor coolant for any safety system purpose;'

c) Control radioactivity released within the reactor containment, or
d) Control hydrogen in the reactor containment;

,

3. 3afety Class 3 applies to those components not in Safet/ Class 1 or 2:

a) The failure of which would result in release to the environment
of radioactive gases normally required to be held for decay; or

b) That are necessary to:
I (1) Provide or support a safety system function; or

(2) Control airborne radioactivity released outside the reactor
containment in an accident; or

(3) Remove decay heat from spent fuel.
l

4. Safety Class 4 (non-nuclear safety ) applies to those components not
'

in Safety Class 1, 2, or 3 that:

a) Could influence safe normal operation; or
b) May contain radioactive fluids.

The safety classifications of major components which are in the CESSAR
licensing scope are 'isted in Table 3.2-1 and Section 3.11. Seismic category
designations and quality assurance requirements are also included. Small

|
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Insert 4

The use of Seismic Category II is limited to non safety control system components,
which c.re designed and documented to maintain structural integrity during an SSE.

,
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TABLE 3.2-1-

(Sheet 1 of 6) |

CLASSIFICATION OF
STRUCTURES, SYSTE!45, AND COMP 0i4ENTS

Safety Seismic Quality
Class Category Class

Reactor Coolant System

i * Reactor Vessel 1 I 1

, -N Steam generators (primary / secondary) 1/2 (1) I 1

- et Pressurizer 1 I 1

, w Reactor coolant pumps (3) (4) 1 I 1

Piping within reactor coolant pressure,

boundary (6) 1/2 (5) I 1

Control element drive mechanisms (7) N/A N/A 1

Core support structures (F) N/A I (2) 1

N/A I 1Fuel assemblies (9)
~

N/A I 1Control element assemblies [f}

Safety Injection System

9 Low pressure safety injection pumps 2 I 1

( High pressure safety injection pumps 2 I 1

v5hutdown cooling heat exchangers 2/3 (1) I 1

(Safety injection tanks 2 I 1

Chemical and Volume Control System

4 Rege,1erative heat exchanger 2 1 1

y Letdown heat exchanger 2/3 (1) I 1

VSeal. injection heat exchanger 2/3 (1) I 1

$ urification 105 exchangers 2 I 1P

w Deborating ion exchanger 2 1 1

$ Volume control tank 2 I 1

9 Chemical addition W packeye 4 N/A 2

$ Boric acid batching tank 4 N/A 2

(Charging pumps 2 I 1

4 Boric acid makeup pumps 3 I 2

Reactor Makeup water pumps 4 N/A 2

Boric acid concentrator 4 N/A 2

Preholdup ion exchanger 3 I 2

.

N/A is Not Applicable

O Footnotes to this table are given at the end of the table.

9 NA dS- en=j' NM S Y W b{N Y'
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TABLE 3.2-1 (Cont'd.) (Sheet 2 of 6)

CLASSIFICATION OF
STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

Safety Seismic Quality
Class Category Class

Chemical and Volume Control System (Cont'd.)

4 Boric acid condensate ion exchanger 4 N/A 2

3 I 2(Reactordrainpumps
4 N/A 2

y Holdup pumps
4 N/A 2g Reactor drain tank
4 N/A 2ypHoldup tank

$Eq'uipment drain tank 3 I 2

W efueling water tank 2 I 1

4 N/A 2$ Reactor makeup w'ter tank
4 Gas stripper 3 I 2

2 I 1p Purification filters
p Reactor drain filter 3 I 2

p Seal injection filters 2 I 1

4 N/A 2y Reactor makeuo filter
y oric acid filter /9hD iNSE # 3 I 2

B

Fuel, Handling System

Spent fuel handling machine N/A N/A 2

ado IW3GPY '7
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| Insert 6 (
'

i Safety Seismic Quality
Class Category Class

,

;

.

; Letdown Strainer 2 1 1

Preholdup Strainer 3 1 1
.

;

; Boric Acid Condensate Ion 4 N/A 2 ;

Exchanger Strainer

| Ion Exchanger Drain Header Strainer 4 N/A 2
.

! Boric Acid Batching Strainer 4 N/A 2

J

1
;

!

l
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Insert 7 Safety Seismic Quality
Class Category Class;

Refueling Machine N/A N/A 2

Transfer Carriage System it/A N/A 2

1. Trcnsfer Carriage N/A N/A 2

2. Upending Machine N/A N/A 2
;
1

2 3. Hydraulic Power Unit N/A N/A 2

Fuel Transfer Tube, Valve N/A N/A 2

CEA Change Platfc m N/A N/A 2

;

Long and Short Fuel Handling Tools N/A N/A 2

Reactor Vessel Head Lifting Rig 4 N/A 2

Upper Guide Structure Lifting Rig N/A N/A 2
'

l Core Barrel Lifting Rig N/A N/A 2

j Spent Fuel Handling Machine N/A N/A 2

New Fuel Elevator N/A N/A 2

1
i Underwater Television N/A N/A 2
)

i Dry Sipping Equipment N/A N/A 2

1

) Refueling Pool Seal N/A N/A 2

!

{ In-Core Instrumentation ?.nd CEA Cutter N/A N/A 2

: Extension Shaft Uncoupling Tool N/A N/A 2

Fuel Transfer Flange 2 1 2*

,

I

.
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TABLE 3.2-1 (Cont'd.) (Sheet 6 of 6)
.

N01ES: (1) Two safety classes are used for heat exchangers to distinguish primary
and secondary sides where they are different.

(2) Only those core support structures necessary to support and restrain
the core and to maintain safe shutdown capability are classifed as
Seismic Category I.

(3) Loss of co91ing water and/or seal water service to the reactor
coolant pumps (RCP's) may require stopping tFa pumps. However, the
continuous operation of the pumps is not required during or following
an SSE. The auxiliaries are therefore not necessarily Safety Class
3 or Seismic Category I. Provision for cooling water to the pump
bearing oil cooler and pump motor air cooler will not comply with
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.29 (see Subsection 5.4.i.3).

L '/. /.

(4) Only those structural portions of the RCP's which are necessary to
assure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are
Safety Class 1.

(5) Safety class of piping within the reactor coolant pressure boundary^

(as defined in 10CFR50) is selected in accordance with the ANSI N18.2
criteria identified in Subsection 3.2.2 3

(6) Flow restricting orifices are provided in the nozzles for the RCS
sampling lines, the pressurizer level and pressure instroments, the
RCP diffe mntial pressure instrument lines, the common SI header
pressure instrument lines, the RCP seal pressure instrument lines,
the charging line differential pressure instrument line, and the SI
hot leg injection pressure instrument lines, to limit flow in the
event of a break downstream of a nozzle. The orifice size, 7/32 inch
diameter x 1 inch long, precludes exceeding fuel design limits while
utilizing minimum makeup rates. This permits an orderly shutdown in
the event of a downstream break in accordance with General Design
Criterion 33 (see Section 3.1.29). A reduction may, therefore, be made
in the safety classification of lines downstream of the orifice.

(7) The pressure boundary housing for this component is a reactor vessel
appurtenance and is Safety Class 1 and Seismic Categcry Ig c4-

u 9m
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One percent of the normal operating life span of the plant or )a.

b. Two percent of the time period required to accomplish its system
design function.

In analyzing the effects of a high energy pipe failure, the consequences of
pip 3 whip, water spray, jet impingement, flooding, compartment pressurization,
and environmental conditions are considered.

3.6.1.1.2 Moderate Energy Piping Systems

A moderate energy pipe failure is postulated in branches or piping runs
larger than one inch nominal diLmeter and which operate during normal plant
conditions with moderate energy fluid.

Included in this category are fluid systems or portions of fluid systems
which are pressurized above atmospheric pressure during normal plant operation
and which, in audition, operate during normal plant conditions and where
b3th of the following are met:

a. Maximum operating temperature is 200'F or less and

b. Maxinium operating pressure is 275 psig or less.
.

In analyzing the ef fects of a moderate energy failure, the consequences of
water spray, jet impingement, flooding, compartment pressurization, and ,T
cnvironmental conditions are considered. (See Applicant's SAR) /

3.6.1.2 Description
!

Listings of high and moderate energy lines and provisions for protection of
systems or components important to plant safety vill be addressed in the
Applicant's SAR.

3.6.2 DETERMINATION OF BREAK LOCATIONS AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING gg pg.fld.II

w .TH
The oesign b :4e pine breaks for the CE reactor coolant sveta : W iuop Ig ggf

1 D^rc.t Eneu-168A, approved May 5,piping are limited to those in T a'7
1977. The crit, + J iesuit.s of CENPD-168A are m...: ^ ad in Table 3.6- Y
&;-fTgure 3.6-1 and the Sections which follow. ~

3.6.2.1 Criteria Used to Define Break and Crack Location and
Configuration

For the reactor coolant system main piping (ASME Section III, Code Class
1), circumferential type pipe breaks are postulated to occur at all terminal
cnds and pipe breaks of the type determined by the methods below are postu-
lated at all intermediate locations throughout the piping system where the |

range of primary plus secondary stress intensity exceeds 80% of the code |

allowable or the cumulative usage factor exceeds 10% of the code allowable. |

|
.

| 3.6-2 .

!
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,' INSERT "A"

The design basis pipe break locations, types and sizes for the CESSAR reactor
coolant system main loop piping are the same as those established in Topical
Report CENPD-168A, as sumarized in Table 3.6-1 and Figure 3.6-1. The criteria
for detemining pipe break locations and types in accordance with CENPD-168A

are sumarized in 3.6.2.1 below.
The criteria of CENPD-168A were applied to the CESSAR RCS, and the results

obtained are sumarized on Figure 3.6-2. The range of primary plus secondary

stress intensity and the cumulative usage factor for all intemediate locatiens
are shown. The results for terminal end locations.are not shown since all
tsrminal ends are selected as break locations regardless of stress intensity

~

range or usage factors. It can be seen that all intermediate locations on the
hot leg and discharge legs exhibit a range of stress intensity less than 2.4
Sm and a cunpulative usage factor less than .10, consistYnt with the trad
of the results of CENPD-168A. Because the suction legs exhibit more than

cne change in direction, the two highest stressed points are chosen as intemediate
'

break locations in the suction legs. These results confirm the break locations
and types of CENPD-168A for the CESSAR main loop piping.

The only plant specific loading condition included in the stress survey of the
piping is the OBE seismic. In order to establish site independent design

basis pipe breaks for CESSAR,'he piping loads due to a typical OBE weret

proportionately increased until the piping location of maximum primary stress
4 a.

intensity equakd the limit of NB-3652. Inthisway,satisffcytionofthe
ASME III Code requirements for any particular plant assures that the conclusions
relative to pipe break locations are confimed.
The pipe whip dynamic analysis methods of CENPD-168A were applied to the
CESSAR RCS main loop piping to establish pipe whip restraint design requirements

for CESSAR piping. The range of parameters required of the pipe whip restraints
provided by the Applicant in order to 'imit the guillotine breaks to the partial
area sizes of CENPD-168A are listed on Table 3.6-2. The specific design of

pipe whip restraints is not in the CESSAR scope. The specific break opening

times used in plant specific asymetric ps analyses will be addressed in
the Applicants FSAR, as not'ed in 3.6.2.2.

,
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3.6.2.2 Analytical Methods to Dafine Forcing Functions and R:sponse
Models

Thrust force characteristics (magnitude, rise time, duration) of pipe
breaks are determined by an acceptable fluid system thermal-hydraulic
analysis based on the subcompartment analysis in Section 6.2.1 or are
alternatively conservatively assumed to be a suddenly applied load of C P A
where A = break area, P = initial system pressure before the break, and C =
2.0 for initial conditions of sub-cooleJLwater, and C = 1.26 for initial

y {g
.

conditions of steam. gg M Byk pu a
The thermal-hydraulic analysis (uses opening times for th break to reach N
full flow area, justified by theAanalysis of CENPD-168A. The flow area is *

assumed to form oy the mechanical separation of the pipe after the instan-
taneous formation of a through-wall crack, of two diameters length for slot
ruptures, and completely around the circumference for guillotine ruotures.
The pipe separation and flow area formation time are calculated by the
dynamic analysis methods discussed in CENPD-168A for guillotine type ruptures,
and by the methods of dynamic, plastic, large deflection, finite element
analysis for slot type ruptures. Additional development of the forcing
functions is provided in Section 4.0 and Appendix B of CENPD-168A.

3.6.2.3 Dynamic Analysis Methods to Verify Integrity and Operability

The exit plane fluid characteristics used for jet impingement calculations
and pipe break area at the exit plane are determined as discussed above in
Section 3.6.2.2. The cross sectional area of the jet at the impingement
plane is calculated based on a conservatively assumed half-angle expansion
of 10 from the exit plane. The impingement plane pressure is conservatively
calculated assuming that the product of exit plane pressure times exit
plane area is equal to product of impir.gement plane pressure times impingement
plane area. The true cross sectional area is used for a target which
intercepts only a fraction of the jet at the impingement plane.

Sea Applicant's SAR for discussion of design criteria for pipe whip restraints.

Methods used to verify the integrity of mechanical components in the CESSAR
licensing scope under the effects of loads resulting frco postulated pipe
breaks are included in Section 3.9.

3.6.2.4 Guard Pipe Assembly Design Criteria

There are no guard pipes included in the CESSAR licensing scope.

3.6.2.5 Material Submitted for the Operating License Review

Implementation of the criteria for defining pipe break locations
tions, orientations and sizes is presented in Met 2fbtif* Sech, configura-3 . (. 3 ,

The implementation of criteria dealing with special features such as inservice
inspection program or the use of special protective devices such as pipe

' whip restraints will be included in the Applicant's FSAR.

.

3.6-5
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TABLE 3.6-2

PIPE WHIP RESTRAINT PARAMETERS
-

A

ELASTIC RESTRAINT DESIGNS

STOP NAME* HOT GAP STIFFNESS ELASTIC LIMIT STOP DEFLECTION _

(INCHES) (10 LD/IN) (KIPS) (INCHES)6

A-B 1/8" 20. to 30. 4823 .16 to .24

C 17/64" 31. to 50. 3500 .07 to .11

D 1/2" 5.0 to 15.0 5000 .33 to 1.0

E 1/2" 5.0 to 15.0 5000 .33 to 1.0~~

F, 1/2" 5.0 to 15.0 4210 .28 to .84

G 1/2" 5.0.to 15.0 5600 .37 to 1.12

,

.

ELASTIC-PLASTI _C RESTRAINT DESIGNS _

-
-

A-B --

C 17/64" 50. to 900. 2900 to 3500 .07 to .08

D 1" 50. to 80. 3000 to 3500 .47 to .63

E 1" 50. to 80. 3000 to 3500 47 to .63

F 3/4" 50. to 80. 2500 to 2700 .25 to .27

G 2" 50. to 900. 3000 to 4000 .86 to 1.29
:

* Restraint designations in accordance with CENPD-168A.

.
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3.7.3 SSSMIC SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS
.

The discussion presented in this section describes procedures employed in
seismic subsysten analysis.

3.7.3.1 Seismic Analysis Methods

See Section 3.7.2.1

3.7.3.2 Determination of Number of Earthquake Cygles

The procedure used to account for the fatigue effect of cyclic motion
associated with the OBE recognizes that the actual motion experienced
during a seismic event consists of a single maximum or peak motion, and
rome number of cycles of lesser magnitude. The total or cumulative fatigte
effect of all cveles or different magnitude will reselt in a an equivalent
cumulative usage factor. The equivalent cumulative usage factor can also
be specified in terms of a finite number of cycles of the maximum or peak
motion. Based on this consideration, Seismic Category I subsystems, compo-
nents, and equipment are designed for total of 200 full-load cycles about a
mean value of zero and with an amplitude equal to the maximum response
produced during the entire OBE event.

3.7.3.3 Procedure Used For'Modeling

See Section 3.7.2.3.

3.7.3.4 Basis for Selection of Forcing Frequencies

The basis for acceptability of the seismic design of equipment and subsystems
is that the stresses and deformations produced by vibratory motion of the
postulated seismic events, in combi gion pith other ccincident loadin s,i

a. cod es M eb- OMN*-be within the ec'*'#:hd limits
u .91p b a b btsech +- u .s .+ css .

Within practical limitations, the seismic design is accomplished in a
manner to maintain the resonant frequencies well above the range which is
significantly excited by the forcing frequencies. If the stresses and
deformations resulting from analysis of the preliminary design exceed
the established acceptable limits the stiffness of the restraint and y

supports system is modified as required to maintain the fundamental frequen-
cies of equipment and subsystems sufficiently removed from the resonar.tf . .-
range and, thereby, maintain the seismic response within theFA dd'lods; yd *
li-it;. The subsysten supports design is sufficiently adaptable that, N ugwed
dependent on the quantitative change in frequency required and the subsystem despinvolved, modifications can be made sittrer by changing the stiffness of
existing support assembly components or by adding additional support p {-
system restraints to the subsystems or components whose response otherwise
exceeds the established limits. y

If, during the analysis of the praliminary desf n, frequencies of the reactori
coolant system were found to be in the range ci resonance with those of the
'uiiding, the supports for each of the .omponents could be modified to in-;

crease their natural frequencies.
.

AmendmentNo.g* "#3.7-11 '
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!Specifically, the fundamental frequencies of the reactor vessel can
ibe increased in both horizontal dire.ctions by the welding of a set

of keys to the RV to further restrain lateral motion or rotation
of the vessel. The keys would be laterally restrained by a structure
supported by the primary shield wall.

The RCP moves in all three directions when seismically excited in any
one direction. The fundamental frequency of the RCP can be raised
by relocating the snubber from the top of the motor mount to the y

top of the motor. The orientation of the snubber would remain
unchanged.

The SG frequency can be raised in the direction parallel to the axis
of the RV outlet piping by the addition of a second set of snubbers and
levens and in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the RV outlet
piping by an additional set of keys above the origir.al set.

See Section 3.9.3.1.3.1 for auxilliary components.

3.7.3.5 Use of Equivalent Static lo'ad Method nf Analysis

The equivalent static load method involves the multiplication of the total
weight of the equipment or component member by the specific seismic accelera-
tion coefficient. The magnitude of the seismic acceleration coefficient is '

established on the basis of the expected dynamic response characteristics '

of the component. Components that can be adequately characterized as a
single-degree uf-freedom system are considered to have a modal participation
factor of one. Seismic acceleration coefficients for multi-degree of

\

,

;

i

|

:
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freedom systems, which may be in the resonance region of the amplified g

/response spectra curves, are increaset! by 50% to account conservatively for(*=4. =eM A d 5t.he increased modal participation. Tb* ew'eledt shMcc== r esso c a.l. be repv w.se 3 Ac.m poweats %bhbgg it%. tea -b u.se .4-

Si@ bh ba= * h P4-3.7.3.6 Three Components of Earthquake Motion * . * *

sh % h res.
See Section 3.7.2.1.4.

3.7.3.7 Combination of Modal Response

See Section 3.7.2.7.

3.7.3.8 Analytical Procedures for Piping

See Applicant's SAR.

3.7.3.9 Multiply Supported Equipment Comoonents With Distinct Inputs

S@e Section 3.7.2.1.3.

3.7.3.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

See Section 3.7.2.10.
_

3.7.3.11 Torisional Effects of Eccentric Masses

See Section 3.7.2.1.1.

3.7.3.12 Buried Seismic Category I Piping Systems and Tunnels>

See Applicant's SAR.

3.7.3.13 Interaction of Other Piping With Category I Piping

% e cessm w^' tbetw :r Cs+ = ry T mn101 r Pp.mm
C er intercetier -

o cv tomc;
T jaamp coupi mg,
fand ping syst ..s which e not Categ y I is accou ed for in e seism'
de gn of Cat ory I pi ng. Where actical, thi is accompl' hed by ,

p oviding sr port fea res at the ' terfaces bet _en the Ca gory I d t..'-

ther pipinf,cystem o dynamicall decouple th two syste , othe vise, e

rmathematic(1model sed for seis,'c analysis the Cat ory I pin s

chtended to_1ncorp rate the pertinent features of the o her piping stem.L

3.7.3.14 Seismic Analysic of Reactor Internals, Core and CEDMs

3.7.3.14.1 Reactor Internals add Core

The seismic analyses of the reactor internals and core consists of two
phases. In the first phase, linear lumped parameter models are formulated,

i

natural frequencies and mcde shapes for the models are determined, and the
response is obtained utilizing the modal analysis response spectrum method.
The response spectra used are based upon the acceleration of the reactor
vessel flange. The response scectrum analysis is used to obtain prelim-

I
inary design seismic loads and displacements in the vertical and horizontal
directions.

3.7-12
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n the second chase, because the relative dir, placements between the core
and core shroud and between the core-support barrel and pressure-vessel
snubbers are suf ficiently large to close the gaps that exist between these-

components, a nonlinear horizontal time history analysis is performed. The
horizontal nonlinear ant. lysis is divided into two parts. In the first

part, the internals and core are analyzed to obtain the internals response
and the proper dynamic input for the reactor core model. In the second
part, the core plate motion from the first part is applied to a more detailed
nonlinear model of the reactor core. The input excitation to the internals
model is the response time-history of the reactor vessel at the internals
support determined from the RCS analysis. Coupling effects between the
internals and reactor vessel are accounted for by including a simplified
representation of the internals with the RCS model. This is discussed in.

subsection 3.7.2. When the linear vertical analysis indicates that the
response of the core may be sufficiently large to cause it to lift off the

ff' 'gs "$ ' Y Y$ f~
Mhese analyses, t.wo horizo ta compone N and one vertical component oT *I
the seismic excitation are considered and the maximum responses for the
three compolents are combined by the method of square roo of,the sum of

T pa-ceA *e-=% % crnd a.ce d e w a__the gquare>f Clersl3 m

Crw'AL I93.
h.1*rNthematicalModels

tw ' W
3.7.3.14.1.1

Equivalent multimass mathematical models are developed to represent the-
reactor inte'enal; and core. The linear mathematical models of the inter.uls*

are constructed in terms of lumpad masses a.N elastic-beam elements. At
appropriate locations within the internals and core, points (nodes) are
chosen to lump the weights of the structure. A sketch of the internals and
core showing the relative node locations for the horizontal model is presented
in Figure 3.7.3-1. Figures 3.7.3-2 and 3.7.3-3 show the idealized linear
horizontal and linear vertical models. The criterion for choosing the
number and location of maso concentration is to provide for accurate repre-
sentation of the dynamically significant modes of vibration of each of the
internals components. Between the noces properties are calculated for
moments of incrtia, cross-section areas, effective shear areas, and lengths.
Separate horizontai and vertical models of the internals and core are
formulated to more efficiently account for structural differences in these
directions. In the horizontal nonlinear lumped mass representation of the
internals and core, shown in Figure 3.7.3-4, gap and spring elements are
used to represent contact between the fuel and core shroud. Lumped-mass
nodes in the core are positioned to coincide with fuel-spacer grid locations.
To simulate the nonlinear motion of tha fuel, nonlinear spring couplings
are used to connect corresponding nodes to the fuel assemblies ad core
shroud. Incorporated into these nonlinear springs is the spacer grid
impact stiffness derived from test results. The core is modeled by subdi-
viding it into fuel assembly groupings and chocsing stiffness values to
adequately characterize its beam response and contacting under dynamic
loading.

-
,

%.

.
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Tha hos ie.,nt.it nonlinear reactor core model consisting of one row of 17 ,

indivi.fint f m.1 assemblies is denieted in Fimien '7 M /Iri this model each 3 j

quel a. .mbly is represented with masy points located at ' spacer grid locations) |
.

T; simul.ite the gaps in tne core, nonlinear spring couplings are u'ied to con- |
'

nect corresponding nodes on adjacent fuel assemblies and core shroN. The /
impact st;ffness t.nd impact damping (coefficient of restitution) parameters j
for the gap elaments are derived from the innact tests which are described in
S qijon 4.2fThe spacer grid impact representation used for the analysis is
apable of representing two types of fuel assembly impact situations. In the

first type, only one side of the spacer grid is loaded. This type of impacc .\
cccurs whan the peripheral fuel assembly hits the core shroud, or when two I

fu21 assemblies strike one another. The second type of |mpact loading occurs
typically when the fuel assemblies pile up on one side of the core. In this

ace, the spacer grids are subjected to a through-grid compressive loading.

The fuel assemblies in the coupled ccre/ internals model and the detailed
core model are modeled with beam elements to represent the horizontal
stiffness between mass points and rotational springs at each end to simulate
the end ftxity existing at the top and bottom of the" core. The value used
fcr fuel horizontal stif fness and end fixity are based upon a parametric
study in which analytic predictions are correlated with fuel assembly .

static and dynamic test data. Tuel assembly structural damping as a function
of vibrational amplitude wi s derived from fuel assembly forced vibration
cnd pluck tests defined in Section 4.2. The damping values used in the
scismic analysis of the reactor internals are in accurdance with the values
in Table 3.7.2-1.

( rh2 vertical nonlinear model incorporates nonlinear snring couplings to
b acenont for the nonlinea,' behavior of the internals in the vertical direction.

Qevertical nonlinear model is shown in Figure 3.7.3-8. g

Additional salient details of the internals and core models are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

A. Ilydrodynamic Effects

It has been shown both analytically and experimentally ) that imersion
of a body in a dense-fluid medium lowers its natural frequency and
significantly alters its v.ibratory response as compared to that in
ai r. The effect is more pronounced where the confining boundaries of
the fluid are in clos proximity to the vibrating body as in the case
for the reactor internals. The methed of accounting for the effects
of a surrounding fluid on a vibrating system has been to ascribe to
the system additional or " hydrodynamic mass".

The hydr dynamic mass of an immersed system is a function of the
dimensions of the real mass and.the space between the ieal mass and
confining bounc'ary.

!' ilydrodynamic mass affects 'for moving cylinders in a water annulus are
discussed in Reference 9 and 10. The resul'c cf these references are
applied to the internals structeres to cbtain '.he total (structural
plus hydrodynamic) mass matrix tnat is then u',ed in the evalu0 tion ofs
tiac natural frequencies and mode shapes.

i
'

!
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3. 9.1. 2 Computer Programs Used in Stress Analyses

3.9.1.2.1 Reactor Coolant' System

The following paragraphs provide a summary of the applicable computer
programs used in the structural analyses for ASME Code Class 1 systems,
components, and supports in the CESSAR scope. The summaries include
individual descriptions and applicability data. The computer codes employed
in these analyses have been verified in conformance with design control
methods, consistent with Chapter 17.

3.9.1.2.1.1 ICES /STRUDL-II. The ICES /STRUDL-II computer program
provides the ability to specify characteristics of framed structure and
three-dimensional solid structure problems, perform static and dynamic
analyses, and reduce and combine.results.>

Analytic procedures in the pertinent portions of ICES /STRUDL-II apply to
framed structrues. Framed structures are two- or three-dimensional structures'

composed of slender, linear members that can be represented by propertie;
along a centroidal axis. Such a structure is modeled with joints, including
support joints, and members connecting the joints. A variety of force
conditions on members or joints can be specified. The member stiffness
matrix is computeu from beam theory. The total stiffness matrix of the
modeled structures is obtained by appropriately combining the individual
member stiffness. ~

!

! The stiffness analysis method of solution treats the joint displacements as
; unknowns. The solution procedure provides results for joints and members.
! Joint results include displacements and reactions and joint loads as cal-
: culated from member end forces. Member results are member end forces and
i distortions. The assumptions governing the beam element representation of

the structure are as follows: linear, elastic, homogeneous, and isotopic
' behavior, small deformation, plan'e sections remain plane, and no couplingj

of axial, torque, and bending.

{ The program is used to define the dynamic characteristics of the structural
i models used in the dynamic seismic analyses of the reactor coolant system
! components. The natural frequencies and moA shapes of the structural
j models and the influence coefficients which . elate member end forces and'

moments and support reactions to unit displacements are calculated. The
; influence coefficients are calculated for each dynamic degree-of-freedom of
; each mass point and for each degree-of-freedom of each support point at
i which relative motion is imposed. In addition, stiffness coefficients are
7 calculatec' which relate the forces corresponding to those joint degrees-of-
; freedom for which mass is specified to the imposed displacements corresponding

|
| to those (support) joint degrees-of-freedom at which relative motion will !
'

be specified during subsequr t seismic response calculations. As appropriate,
these data are stored for later use in response spectra or time-history,

j seismic response calculations.
i

I
|

|

|

.
.
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CE5/STRUDL-II is a program which is in the public domain dM 5d 5

{afficicnt;;;toja:tif.7 it: :pplic:bi'ity 2^d "2!idity. The version of
th2 program in use at C-E was developed'by the McDonnell Automation Company /
Engineering Computer International and is run on the IBM-360 computer l

system. STRUDL is described in more detail in Reference 1. |

3.9.1.2.1.2 MARC. The MARC program is a general purpose nonlinear
finite element program with structural and heat transfer capabilities. It

is described in detail in Reference 2.

MAF.C is used for stress analysis of regions of vessels, piping or supports
which may deform plastically under prescribed loadings. It is also used
fcr elastic analyses of complex geometries where the graphics capability
cniblec a well defined solution. The thermal capabilities of MARC are used
for complex geometries where simplification of input and graphical output
sre preferred.

sNSEET Oj AbbMARC is in the public domain nd frthr /r"ic: tier ir "ct cq"ireds
Extensive verification of the C-E version has been performed to supplement
the public documentation.

3.9.1.2.1.3 LION. LION is a finite difference heat transfer program

for computing temperature distributions in a three dimensional field. It

is described in detail in Reference 3. .

LION is used for salution of heat conduction in structual elements, forced 3
convection, free convection and radiation problems. The computed temperature y
distributions are used as input to the stress analysis programs. ~

g MDD M 5 EET' S
LION is in the public domain eed-4"-ther '?cr #!cetier it net cq"i cd;4

3.9.1.2.1.4 TMCALC. The C-E program TMCALC solves the differential
cquations of motion for a singly or multiply excited multi-degree-of-
freedom linear structural systen. The program accepts separate, indepen-
dent, time-varying inputs at each boundary point in the system at which
motions due to a seismic event may be imposed, or where a load forcing
function may be imposed. The input excitations are provided in digitized
form and are assumed to vary linearly bei. ween input time steps. The solutica
of the equations of notion in normal mode coordinates employs a closed form
integration process.

The output from TMCALC consists of digitized time history records of the
cbsolute accelerations and relative displ cements for each mass point and
boundary point dynamic degree-of-freedom of the structural system.

The program is used to calculate the dynamic response of structural models
used in the dynamic seismic analysis of the reactor coolant system major
components, and in the dynamic analysis of linear structural systems subjected
to time varying load forcing functions, such as thrust from postulated pipe
ruptures.

I
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varification of the C-E version has been performed to supplement the public docu-
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To demonstrate the applicability and validity of the TMCALC program, the
solutions to test problems were obtained and shown to be substantially
identical to the results obtained by hand calculations. Details of verifi-
cation are found in Appendix 3A.

3.9.1.2.1.5 FORCE. The computer code program FORCE calculates the
internal forces and moments at designated locations in a piecewise linear
structural system, at each time step, due to the time history of relative
displacements of the system mass points and boundray points. The program
also selects the maximum value of each component of force or moment at each
designated location, and the times at which they occur, over the entire
duration of the specified dynamic event. The program forms appropriate

1

|
linear combinations of the relative displacements at each time step and
performs a complete loads analysis of the deformed shape of the structure
at each time step over the entire duration of the specified dynamic event.

The program is used to calculate the time dependent reactions in structural
models subjected to dynamic excitation which are analyzed by the TMCALC and
DAGS programs.

:

.To demonstrate the validity of the FORCE program, results for test cases
were obtained and shown to be substantially identical to those obtained for
an equivalent analysis using the public domain program ICES /STRUDL-II.
Details of verification are found in Appendix 3A.

3.9.1.2.1.6 AXEL. The AXEL program allows the solution of axisym-
metric problems using either triangular or general isoparametric finite:

elements. The isoparametric element is an 8-noded quadrilateral where the
midside nodes can be used to model second order curved boundaries and to
provide increased accuracy in regions of high stress. The program was

i verified by comparision of numerous classical examples with results from
AXEL. Details of verification are found in Appendix 3A.

3.9.1.2.1.7 DAGS. The computer program DAGS (Dynamic Analysis of
Gapped Structure) performs a piecewise linear direct integration solution
of the couplad equations of motion of a three dimensional structure which
may have clearances or gaps between the structure and any of its supports
or restraints (boundary gaps) or between points within the structure (internal
gaps). The contacted boundary points may be oriented in any selected-

direction and may respond rigidly, elastically, or plastica 11y. The structure
may be subjected to applied dynamic loads or boundary motions.

The DAGS program is used to calculate th; dynamic response of piecewise
linear structural systems subjected to time varying load forcing functions
resulting from postulated LOCA conditions,

i
To demonstrate the applicability and validity of the DAGS program, the
solutions to an extensive series of tests problems were obtained and shown
to be substantially identical to results obtained by hand calculations or
alternate computer solutions. Details of verification are found in Appendix
3A.

<
j
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3.9.1.2.1.8 NFATIO, NFATIG is a digital comput:r program used to )
cnalyze nuclear Clagi piping components in accordance with the ASME Code 1 |Section III NB-3650 Input to this program consists of a geometry, '

.

material properties, and the various indices for a given section of piping,
the loadings and number of cycles of each, the material fatigue curve, and
allowable Sm stresses. The output includes the stresses Sn and Salt, and
th2 usage factor for each load set as well as the cumulative usage factor
f r all cases. NFTIG also incorporate: the capability to calculate the
str:ss indices for various standard piping component shapes including
ting:nts, elbows, tees, branches, tapered joints, fillet welds, and reducers.

Tha NFATIG program was developed in 1973 and updated as required in accordance
with subsequent revisions of Section III, ASME Code.

V;rification of NFATIG was by example problems and comparison with hand
calculations. Details of verification are found in Appendix 3A.

3.9.1.2.1.9 Closure Head or Bottom Head Penetration Reinforcement
Program. This program calculates reinforcement available and reinforcement
r: quired for penetrations in hemispherical heads. The technique described
in paragraph NB-3332 of the ASME Code, Section III is used.

This program is used to perform preliminary sizing and reinforcement
$hD t ens E.tT Qcniculations for hemispherical heads in the reactor vessel.

3.9.1.2.1.10 Flange Fatigue Program. This program computes the C
r:dundant reactions, forces, moments, stresses. and fatigua usage factors )
in a reactor vessel head, head flange, closure studs, vessel flange, and #

upper vessel wall for pressure and thermal loading. Classical shell
equations are used in the interaction analysis. '

lhis program is used to perform the fatigue analysis of the reactor vessel Aon iW5EET
closure head and vesses flange assembly. 4

,

3.9.1.2.1.11 Nozzle Fatigue Program. This program computes the
redundant reactions forces, moments, and fatigue usage factors for nozzles
in cylindrical shells.

Tiiis program is used to perform the fatigue analysis of reactor vessel __ Ag[) , gsEf
n::zzles and steam generator feedwater nozzle. 4 q
3.9.1.2.1.12 Edge Coefficients Program. This code calculates the
coefficients for edge deformations of conical cylinders and tapered cylinders
when subjected to axisymmetric unit shears and moments applied at the
cdges.

This program is used to perform the fatigue analysis of reactor vessel wall
tr nsition. < -

M bb 195:E fi~
3.9.1.2.1.13 Generalized 4 x 4 Program. This program computes the k
r;dundant reactions, forces, moments, stresses, and fatigue usage factors
for the reactor vessel wall at the transition from a thick to thinner )s:ction and at the bottom head juncture.

_

3.9-6
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Program was verified by comparisons of program results and hand calculated
solutions of classical problems.

.
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This program is u o perform fatigue analysis of reactor vessel bottom
head juncture. .

3. . 2.1.14 Load Transfer Program. This program transfers i t

loads the nozzles cross-section being evalueated. For cross- ctions
* outside th 'mit of reinforcement, the loads are applied stresses

calculated in "ncrements around the perimeter of th zzle. This !

determines the wors oad combination. For the no -to-vessel juncture,
the stresses are calcu d in 90 increments, '.e., longitudinal and
circumferential planes wit spect to the actor vessel.

This program is used to perform st ural and fualted analysis of the
reactor vessel inlet and outle ozzles.

This program calculates3.9.1.2.1.15 Sec ary Nozzle Stresses Pr _ m.

stress intensitie the CEDM and instrument nozzl or evaluation of
range-of-stre and fatigue.

This gram is used to perform the fatigue analysis of the reac vessel
rol element and instrument nozzles.

3.9.1.2.1.16 ANSYS. Large-scale, general-purpose, finite element
program for linear and nonlinear structural and thermal analysis. This
program is in the public domain. Additional descriptive information on
this code is provided in Section 3.9.1.2.2.3. Ado s osEC

fThis program is used for numerous applications for all components n the
areas of structural, fatigue, thermal, and t genvalue analysis.i

gudysis4 ' b- - loop p g d coMQs .
3.9.1.2.1.17 Mare Island Comouter Program. This program is used for
p4pseuf flexibilitf'ch::E cr.d tc dc : ibratier r:'yri :- the prc: uri r

M :ter:. This program is in the public domain nd furt' r r"ic: tier is

r;t r; ; ired. MEC-21 is described in more detal in Reference 4.
N SEfT SADS i

R _ pr^ym i 2::d #- ~;::: pipig y f ; M .i.eas

3. . .l.18 Reinforcement Analysis of Skewed Penetrations a
Radial . - les Program. The program is designed to compute t imits of

compensation penetrant openings that are non-radial o ewed to a
spherical head. program is to be used as an aid ' satisfying the

requirements of Sect 1 II, ASME Code.

This program is used in the pr * inary ing and reinforcement calcula-
tions for hemispherical haads in t ressurizer.

3.9.1.2.1.19 Primary us Secondary an 'eak Stresses for the
Pressurizer Manway Propdm. The program is desi' d to compute and tabulate
the Primary plus ondary Stresses and the Peak Stre s in the manway
assembly. T rogram is to be used as an aid to satisfy the requirements
of Secti II, ASME Code.

|
s program is used in the fatigue analysis of the pressurizer manway.

.
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3.9.1.2.1.20 The Structural Analysis for Partial Penetration Nozzles,
Heater Tube Plug Walds, and the Water Level Boundary of the Pressurizer j.

Lh711 Program. This program computes various analytical parameters, y

primary plus secondary stresses and stress intensities, peak stresses and
str;;ss intensities, and the cyclic fatigue analysis with usage factors at |cuts of interest. This program is utilized to satisfy the requirements of
Section III, of the ASME Code.

This program is used in the fatigue analysis of partial penetration nozzles
in the pressurizer and piping. 4 - Mbb tW$EST

3. . 2.1.21 Nozzle Primary Plus Secondary Stress Range Check,
Peak S s Calculation, and Maximum Usage Factor Location Progr g This
program is igned to combine the required stress component develop.

the primary, pl econdary stress intensities and dete their maximum
'

rang:s. The progra. so calculates peak stresses a tress intensities
and develops a usage fac guide.

This program is used in the fati analy * of nozzles in the pressurizer
and piping.

3.9.1.2.1.22 A Three Var * 1e Summation ogram for Computing
Thermal Stresses. The pr m is a three variab omputer program which
evaluates, for each ti (transient) and location alo ozzle, the sumation
of the constant t ,al stress term (K) and the product o and M by their
r:spective coe cients, C) and C '

.2
\

This p ram is used in the fatigue analysis of nozzles in the pressur p
an iping.

3.9.1.2.1.23 Seal-Shell II Code. This code computes stresses and
daformations of axisymmetric shells for pressure and thermal loads.

This program is used in the fatigue analysis of various nozzles in the
pressurizer, piping, and steara generator.eA DD i 4 S E d.T $

3.9.1.2.1.24 Primary Structure Interaction Program. This code
calculates redundant loaos, stresses, and fatigue usage factors in the
primay head, tubesheet, secondary shell, and stay cylinder for pressure and
thermal loadings.

This prograu is used in the fatigue analysis of the steam generator primary
structure.q - Abb t 8015E R.T 9
3.9.1.2.1.25 Tube-To-Tubesheet Weld Program. This code performs a'

three body interaction analysis of the tube-to-tubesheet weld juncture.
The code calculates primary, secondary, and peak stresses and computes
range of stress and fatigue usage factors.

This program is used in the fatigue analyr ; of steam generator tube-to-i

tub: sheet welde 4Db : #SE#.T~ %

)
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3.9.1.2.1.26 Support Skirt Loading Program. This code calculates the
stresses in the conical support skirt of the steam generator for external
loads. *

This program is used in the structural analysis of steam generator support
skirt.V ADD @KER.T

3.9.1.2.1.27 Principal Stress Program. This code sums stresses for
three load conditions and computes principal stress intensity, stress
intensity range, and fatigue usage factor.

This program is used in the fatigue analysis of steam generator components.
ADb d3.9.1.2.1.28 OUTRND Program. This code calculates the bending' gggy stresses in an out-cf-round cylinder subjected to internal pressure. The

i application of this code is limited to evaluation of secondary shell out-
of-round deviation exceeding the ASME Code allowables.

This program is used for fabrication deviations on steam generator shells.
4

A gg.f 3.9.1.2.1.29 Nozzle Load Resolution Program. A special purpose code,
#l used to calculate stresses in nozzles produced by piping loads in combination
T with internal pressure.

Thisprogramisusedinthefatigueana.lysisofsteamgene$atornozzles.

3.9.1.2.1.30 Zipper,.CDC Timesharing Zipper, Siddon Program. These
codes are used to determine the neutral axis in bending for the bolted
flange of the steam generator support skirt.

These programs are used in the structural analysis of the steam generator
support skirt.

3.9.1.2.1.31 CHAT Program. A general purpose finite difference heat
transfer program. This program is used for steady state and transientggp, gM( thermal analysis.

This program is used in numerous thermal relaxation analysis for all
components.

3.9.1.2.1.32 CEFLASH-4A. A code used to calculate transient conditions
resulting from a flow line rupture in a water / steam flow system. The
program is used to calculate steam generator internal loadings following a
posutaled main steam line break.

This program .'s used in a steam line break accident structural analysis.

3.9.1.2.1.33 CRIB. A one dimensional, two phase thermal hydraulic
code, utilizing a momentum integral model of the secondary flow. This code

f7 N / was used to establish the recirculation ratio and fluid mass ir.ventories as

f
Igk a function of power level. The code is in the public domain and further

verification is not required.

!

This program is used for determining steam generator performance.
.
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] 3.9. 2.1.34 PWR Code. This program is used for preliminary sizing h
8~ of th steam generator heat transfer area. The required number of tubes

j End the verage tube length is calculat'ed to satisfy the specification
j performa e and pressure drop requirements.
t
; This progra is used for determining steam generator performance.
t

, ,

; 3.9.1.2.1.35 FETA - A computer program which determines stea state

and transient te erature distributions in planar and axisymmetri solids
j .using finite elem t methods.
;

FETA makes use of tr ngular and quadrilateral finite elemen within which'

I a linear temperature riatier, is assumed. The dependence material
j properties on temperatu is treated in a pseudo-nonlinear manner by updating
' the properties at the st t of each time step. This met od of material ,

property treatment provide reasonably accurate result without necessitating4

1 a fully nonlinear approach.

j The time integration algorithm s " unconditionally stable" for all positive
time steps and converges rapidl

The types of loading allowed in FE & are inte al heat generation and!

linear convective heat fluxes. The h lowabl boundary canditions are4

i specified nodal temperatures and surf h t fluxes. All of the parameters

governing the thermal loading and tempe ure boundary conditions are,

I specified as a function of transient ti A
d;

\ r
3.9.1.2.1.36 TEMPAR - A progra that al ulates the average of volume-

weighted temperatures in various r jons of a(FNA output tape.
axisymmetric finite element-)

model. Nodel temperatures are re from the Severali
I regions of the model can be sim taneously consiMered for all available

times in a transient for each n. These average can then be plotted
versus time to allow the user to estimate when the aximum primary plus

j secondary stresses (due to mperature differences b tween regions) will
occur.;

-
;

| 3.9.1.2.1.37 FES - A digital computer program whi determines
j stresses, strains, an deflections in axisymmetric bodies f arbitrary
4 shape. A continuou body is replaced W a system of triang ar and/or
! quadrilateral fini e elements joined at nodal points. Mechan' cal loads or
! daflections and/ temperatures may be specified at node point and surface
j forces may be a lied to element sides.
;

| FESA uses th principal of minimum potential energy to derive the e uili-
brium equa on for a system of compatible constant strain finite ele nts.'

The trian lar element forms the basis, of the finite element method us d by'

: FESA sin e cuadrilateral elements are divided into four triangular elem ts

by FES internally.
,

J

| Ort tropic material properties may he specified as a function of tempera-
| t e for all materials in the model. Slip and breakaway elements may be
| cluded in the model using the orthotropic capabilities. In addition, the )
i

i
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thotro a a pability allows the user to incorporate an entire bolted
cl ure 'n"/ce include such effects as the tubes between double tubes ets

in a in ' .aodel .

Output cludes the deflections at each node and the stresses an strains
at select element c..ntroids. The deflections output by FESA t restrained
nodes are g 'en in their local coordinate system. All other isplacements

are in the global coordinate system.

3.9.1.2.1.38 POLY - The results from a finite el ent structural
program run of a con lex model generally will give a on-linear stress
distribution through e model thickness. The repo ing of the resulting
stresses may be diffic t since most of the desi code criteria are based
onequivalentlinearst(reses. To avoid these fficulties, program POLY
determines from the actual tress distributio through the thickness the
resultant forces and relate bending couple Forces and moments are
determined using straight line\ variance fr m data point to data point and
piecewise integrating (i.e. , aldMS each raight line) the lines relative

p nts in question. The resulting
tothecutareabetweenthetwodghe ine segment are then summed up forforces and moments for each straig
all the segments of the cut and us ,1q linear elastic equations to obtain
equivalent linear stresses. Pea stres s at the inside and outside surfaces
are also obtained by POLY usin eigher a Jnear or parabolic extrapolation
of element stress data.

3.9.1.2.1.39 RAN00 - A program that performs the 3 s range or
fatigue range analysis r an axisymmetric stres .odel. A feries of
stress values is inpu at each time point, stress lculations are made and
the difference betw n each set is taken, as prescri d in Section III of
the ASME Boiler a Pressure Vessel Code. From the st ss differences
principal stres s and stress intensities are calculated. From here the
program goes e of two ways. If a 3 5 analysis is being one the program
searches all he stress intensities for,the maximum and prin out the
maximum v e found. For a fatigue analysis the program searc es each
stress i ensity for the maximum, determines the two stress sets that
define he maximum and then prints out the stress intensity under onsider-
atio using the stress differences between all stress sets and one the
se that define the maximum. This is the procedure outlined in NB32 .2

Section III of the ASME Code.

3.5.1.2.2 Reactor Internals, Fuel and CEDMS

The following computer programs are used in the~ static and dynamic analyses:

of reactor internals, fuel, and CEDMs.

3.9.1.2.2.1 ICES /STRUDL-I:. The ICES /STRUDL-II computer program"

provides the ability to specify characteristics of proglems, framed structures
and three-dimensional solid structures; perform analyses, static and dynamic,
and reduce and combine results.

Analytic procedures in the pertinent portions of ICES /STRUDL-II apply to
framed structures. Framed structu'is are two or three dimensional structures
composed of slender, linear members and/or plate elements. Such a structure

3.S-11
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is modeled with joints (including support joings) rnd members connecting %

I
tha joints. A variety of force conditio.ns on members or joints can be
sp;cified. The member stiffness matrix is computed from beam and/or plate
th;ory. The total stiffness matrix of the modeled structure is obtained by
appr:priately combining the individual member stiffnesses.

Th2 stiffness analysis method of solution treats the joint displacements as
'

unknowns. The solution procedure provides results for joints and members.
J2ir.t results include displacements and reactions and joint loads as calcu-

| lettd from member end forces. Member results are member end forces and
distortions. The assumptions governing the element representation of the

,

structure are as follows: linear, elastic, homogenous, and isotropic
b;hivier, small deformations, plane sections remain plane, and no coupling
of uf al, torque, and bending. Further description is provided in reference
(1).

Th2 ICES /STRUDL-II code is used for the Normal Operations thermal stress
cnalysis of the lower support structure grid beams, and for the stiffness
cvaluation and stress analysis of the bottom plates cnd the instrument
n::zzle support plate. ,gg g
ICES /STRUDLL-II is in the public domain r.d . rthu =ificctir i: :t

7:C7:j.

3.9.1.2.2.2 MRI/STARDYNE. The MRI/STARDYNE program uses the finite-
olem:nt method for the static and dynamic analysis of two and three dimen- x
sionc! solid structures subjected to'any arbitrary static or dynamic loading )
or base acceleration. In addition, initial displacements and velocities
cay be considered. The physical structure to be analyzed is modeled with
finite elements that are interconnected by nodes. Each element is constrained
to deform in accordance with an assumed displacement field that is required
to satisfy continuity across element interfaces. The displacement shapes
are evaluated at nodal points. The equations relating the nodal point
displacements and their associated forces are called the element stiffness
relations and are a function of the element geometry and its mechanical
properties. The stiffness relations for an element are developed on the
basis of the theorem of minimum potential energy. Masses and external
forces are assigned to the nodes. The general solution procedure of the
program is to formulate the total following equations:

[K] - {6} = {P} (1)

2[m]{q} - [K] {q} = 0 (2)u)

where:
' the nodal displacement vector{6} =

the applied nodal forces{P} =

.

|

.
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, [m] the mass matrix=

the natural frequenciesw =

(q} the normal modes=

Eiluation (1) applies during a static analysis which yeilds the nadal displace-
ments and finite elements internal forces. Equation (2) applies during an
eigenvalue/ eigenvector analysis, which yields the natural frequencies and
normal modes of the structural system. Using the natural frequencies and
normal modes together with related mass and stiffness characteristics of
the structure, appropriate equations of motion may be evaluated to determine
structural response to a predescribed dynamic load.

The finite elements used to date in CE analyses are the elastic beam, plate
and ground support spring members. The assumptions governing their use are
as follows: small deformation, linear-elastic behavior, plane sections
remain p1&ne, no coupling of axial, torque and bending, geometric and
elastic properties constant along length of element.

Further description is provided in refemnce (5).

The MRI/STARDYNE code is used in the analysis of reactor internals. The
program is used to obtain the mode shapes, frequencies and response of the
internals to predescribed static and dynamic loading. The structural
components are modeled with beam and plate elements. Ground support spring
elements are used, at times, to represent the effects of surrounding struc-
tures. The geometric and elastic properties of these elements are calcualted
such that they are dynamically equivalent to the original structures. The
response analysis is then conducted using both modal response spectra and
modal time history techniques. Both methods are compatible with the program.

The program is also used to perform :t static finite element analysis of the
lower support structure to determine its structural stiffness.

u sta.r gg non v
MRI/STARDYNE is in the public domain J fr the ; " #i :ti:n i; n:t nqMeed.

3.9.1.2.2.3 ANSYS. ANSYS is a general purpose nonlinear finite
element program with structural and heat transfer capabilities. It is

described in reference (6).

! ANSYS is used to perform detailed stress analyses of the fuel assembly due
to combined lateral and vertical dynamic loads resulting from postulated
seismic and loss-of-coolant-accident conditions.

Static finite element analysas of reactor internal structures such as
flanges, expansion compensating ring and core shroud are performed with
ANSYS to determine vertical and lateral stiffnesses and thermal stresses.

'

ANSYS is a proprietary code in the public domain. ine developers, Swanson
~

Analysis Systems, Incorporated have published an ANSYS verification manual
with numerous examples of its usage.

. .
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3.9.1.2.2.4 ASHSD. The ASHSD program uses e finite-element technique h
#

for the dynamic analysis of complex axisymmetric structures subjected to
any arbitrary static or dynamic loadi'ng or base acceleration. The three-
dimensional axisymmetric continum is represented as an axisymmetric thin
shell. The axisymmetric shell is discretized as a series of frustums of
cenes.

Hamilton's variational principle is used to derive the equations of motion
for these discrete structurcs. This leads to a mass matrix, stiffnass
tatrix, and load vectors which are all consistent with the assumed displace-
ment field. To minimize computer storage and execution time, the non-
diagonal " consistent" mass matrix is diagonalized by adding off-diagonal
terms to the appropriate diagonal terms. These equations of motion are
solved numerically in the time by a direct step-by-step in?.egration procedure.

The assumptions governing the axisymmetric thin shcll finite element represen-
tation of the structure are those consistent with linear orthotropic thin
clastic shell theory. Further description is provided in reference (7).

_

ASHSD is used to obtain f.he dynamic response of the core support barrel
under Normal Operating Canditions and due to a LOCA. An axisymmetric thin
shell model of the structure is developed. The spatial Fourier series
components of the time varying normal operating hydraulic pressure or LOCA
loads are applied to the modeled structure. The program yields the dynamic
shell and beam mode response of the structural system.

s

ASHSD has been verified by demonstration that its solutions are substantially j

identical to those obtained by hano calculations or from accepted experimental
tests or analytical results. The details of these comparisons may be found
in references (7) and (8).

3.9.1.2.2.5 CESHOCK, The computer program CESHOCK solves for the
response of structures which can be represented by lumped-mass and spring
systems and are sucjected to a variety of arbitrary type loadings. Thisb8t
done by numerically solving the differential equations of motion of an n
degree of freedom system using the Punge-Kutta-Gill technique. The equations
of motion can represent an axially responding system or a laterally responding
rystem; i.e., an axial motion, or a coupled lateral and rotational motion.
The program is des'gned to handle a large number of options for describing
load environmenM and includes such transient conditions as time-dependent

I forces and moments, initial displacements and rotations, and initial velocities.
Options are also available for describing steady-state loads, preloads,
cccelerations, gaps, nonlinear elements, hydrodynamic mass, friction, and
hysteresis.

The output frcm the code' consists of minimum and maximum values of transla-
tional and angular accelerations, forces, shears, and moments for the
problem time range. In addition, the above qJantities are presented for
all printout times requested. Plots'can alsa be obtained for dispiscements,
velocities and accelerations as desired. Further description is proviced~

in Reference (9).
}

!
.
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,

The CESHOCK program is used to obtain the transient response of the reactor
vessel internals and fuel assemb, lies due to LOCA and seismic loads.;

.

! Lateral'and verticalflumped-mass and spring models.of the internals are
formulated. Various types of springs; linear, compression only, tension
only, or nonlinet.r springs are used to represent the structural components.-

j Thus, judicious use of load-deflection characteristics enables effects of ,

'

components impacting to be predicted. Transient loading appropriate to the;

! horizontal and vertical directions _is app' Nd at mass points and a dynamic
L response (displacements and internals forces) is obtained.

j CESHOCK has been verified by demonstration that its solutions are substan-
tially identical to those obtained by band calculations or from accepted,

analytical results-via an independent computer code. The details of these
4

,
comparisons may be found in References (8) and (9).

i,

j 3.9.l.2.2.6 SAMMSOR/DYNASOR. SAMMSOR/0YNASOR provides the ability to
i perform nonlinear dynamic analyses of shell structures represented by

.

| axisymmetric finite-elements and subjected to arbitrarily varying load
configurations.>

i
The program employs the matrix displacecent method of structural analysis,'

utilizing a curved shell element. Geometrically nonlinear dynamic analyses
can be conducted using this code.

Stiffness and mass matrices for shells of revolution are generated utilizing
; the SAMMSCR part of this code. This program accepts a description of the
j structure in terms of the coordinates and slopes of the nodes, and the
| properties of the elements joining the nodes. Utilizing the element proper-
| ties, the structural stiffness and ma<s matrices are generated for as many
:! as twenty harmonics and stored on magnetic tape. The DYNASOR portion of
i the program utilizes the output tape generated by SAMMSOR as input data for
j the respective analyses.
t

The equations of motion of the shell are solved in DYNASOR using Houbolt's
,

! numerical procedure with the nonlinear terms being moved to the right-hana
j side of the equilibrium equations and treated as generalized pseudo-loads.
j The displacements and stress resultants can be determined for both symmetrical
' ans asymmetrical lo; ding conditions. Asymmetrical oynamic buckling can be
) investigated using this program. Solutions can be obtained for highly
| nonlinear problems utilizing as many as five d rcumferential Fourier harmonics.
j Further description is provided in references (10) and (11).

'

!

} This program is used to analyze the dynamic buckling characteristic of the
{ core support barrel during a LOCA hot-lag break. The program's nonlinear
L charatteristics provide this capabilit;.
,

j A finite element model of the CSB is formulated which is consistent with
| the computer program. Taking into account the initial deviation of the ,

i structure ano the shell mode which is most likely to give the minimum j

; critical pre sure, the time-dependent pressure load is applied to the j

i barrel. The maximum displacement occurring in the barrel is obtained. .

:
!
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A

SA MSOR/ DYNA 50R has oeen verified by demonstration that its solutions are. g

substantially identical to those obtained by hand calculations, accepted I

exp:rimental test or analytical results,' and results obtained with a similar
independently written program in the public domain. The details of these
comparisons may be found in reference (8).

. ,

3.9.1.2.2.7 MODSK. MODSK is a CE computer program which solves for
;

the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a structural system. The natural'

-fr;quencies and mode' shapes are extracted from the system of equations:4

2
(K-W N) *n = 0 ,

n

4

where

model stiffness matrix ;

K =
,

'

model mass matrix,M =

th
f natural circular frequency for the n modeW =

n
th

$n
n rmal mode shape matrix for the n mode !=

j The solution to the general eigenvalue problem is obtained using the dual
Jacobi rotation method.

q \
1

]. The MODSK code is u' d in the analyses of reactor internals to obtain J
'

: frequencies and mode shapes, and damping parameters. The results of these
j Enalyses are incorporated into overall reactor vessel internals models,

which calculates dynamic response due to seismic and LOCA conditions.;

! The MODSK program was developed by CE and is used on the CDC 7600 computer.
To demonstrate the validity of the MODSK program, results from lateral and

.

vertical test problems were obtained and shown to be substantially identical
to those obtained-from an equivalent analysis using the public domain

4

program ANSYS (Refer to section 3.9.1.2.2.3).,

t
j 3.9.1.2.2.8 SAPIV. The SAP IV ccmputer code is a structural analysis ,

i program capable of analyzing two and three dimensional linear complex
structures subjected to any arbitrary static and dynamic 'aading or basei

i acceleration. The analysis technique is based on the finite element displace-
Esnt method. The structure to be analyzed can be represented using bars,

;

beams, plates, membranes and three diemensional finite elements. jj

i
Structural stiffn'ess and luad vectors are assembled from the element matrices>

which are derived assuming various displacement functions within each
i

olement whereas lumped mass matrices are used to represent inertit character-
istics of the structure. In the static analysis, the assembled equations

,

of equilibrium are solved by using a linear equation solver. Dynamic |
: I

Enalysis capabilities include modal analysis, modal superposition and
direct integration methods of computing dynamic response and respanse

.

!

! spectrum techniques. )
i

3.9-16
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SAPIV has been applied to the eigenvalue and respanse spectra analyses of
spent fuel storage racks and lifing rig structures.

,

The SAPIV code is used in the computation of dynamic response of control
element drive mechanisms under mechanical and seismic loads. Both modal
analysis and response spectrum capabilities of the code are used to find
the natural frequencies and mode shapes and the dynamic loads in CEDM

1

components.
& OD oNSC W 8

SAPIV is in the public domain [ler"ic: tier f th: C: verci;r ' n b;=

p;rformd to cuppicm;nt th; public d m;in d = ment:tir.

3.9.1.2.2.9 CEFLASH-48. Tne t,EFLASH-4B computer code (Reference 15)
predicts the reactor pressure vessel pressore and flow distribution during
the subcooled and saturated portion of the blowdown period of a Loss-of-
Coolant-Accident (LOCA). The equations for conservation of mass, energy
and momentum along with a representation of the equation of state are
solved simultaneously in a node and flow path network representation of the
primary reactor coolant system.

CEFLASH-4B provides transient pressures, flow rates and densities throughout
the primary system following a postulated pipe break in the reactor coolant
system.

The CEFLASH-4B computer code is a modified version of the CEFLASH-4A code
(References 16-18). The CEFLASH-4A computer code has been approved by the
NRC (References 19 and 20). The capability of CEFLASH-4B to predict experi-

,

mental blowdown data is presented in Reference 15. s

#

3.9.1.2.2.10 LOAD.

LOAD calculates the applied forces of the axial internals model which is k
contained within water control volumes using results from the CEFLASH-4B
blowdown loads analysis as input. The fluid momentum equation is applied
to each volume and a resultant force is calculated. Each force is then
apportioned to the various structural nodes contained within the volume.
Use of the fluid momentum equation takes into account pressure forces,
fluid friction, water weight, and momentum c'1anges within each volume.
The resultant forces are combined with the reactor vessel motions obtained
from the reactor coolant system analysis before the structural responses
are determined. The LOAD code has beer. verified by demonstrating that its
solutions are substantially identical to those obtained from hand ,

calculation:.

y p) Oh h A6M b
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3.9.1.3 Experimental Stress Analyses

Requirements for experimental stress analysis have not been imposed on any
equipment in the CESSAR scope. ..

,

3. .l.4 Consideration for the Evaluation of the Faulted Con (tion

3.9.1. 1 Seismic Category I NSSS Items

The majo components of the reactor coolant system (RCS) are designe to
withstand e forces associated with the design basis pipe breaks scussed
in Section 3. 2, in combination with the forces associated with e Safe
Shutdown Earth uake and normal operating conditions. The force associated
with the postul ed pipe breaks include pipe thrust forces at he break
location, resulta + subcompartment differential pressurizat n forces, and
hydraulic forces ac 'ng on the reactor internals. See Se ion 3.9.3 for
discussion of loadin: combinations.

dynamic analysis is pe ormed using a lumped param er model including
( details of the reactor ves 1 and supports, major nnected piping and

/[ components, and the reactor 'ntemals, with the p' e break thrust forces,asymmetric subcompartment pre urization forces nd asymmetric reactor
internal hydraulic forces appli as simultan us time history forcing
functions.

The pipe break thrust forces are det i d by the methods discussed in
I Section 3.6.2.2. The time and spatial dependent hydraulic loads acting

\- en the reactor internals are determin the methods discussed in Section
I 3.9.2.5.

5 N' ed by equivalent staticThe compenent and support loads ay be dete
analyses employing suitable dy mic load facto The maximum reactor.

vessel displacements are imp _ed upon a flexibil y analysis model, such as
shown schematically in Fig e 3.9.1-1, in order to etermine the loads on
other components and supp ts due to vessel motion.

The resultant compone and support reactions are spaci ied, in combination
with the appropriate ormal operating and seismic reacti s, for design
verification by th methods discussed below and in Section .9.3.

The system or s system analysis used to establish, or confirm loads which
are specified or the design of components and supports is norm ly performed
on an elast' basis.

When an astic system analysis is empivyed to establish the loads wh'ch
act on omponents and supports, elastic stress analysis methods are al ,
used n the design calculations to evaluate the effects of the loads on M e
co onents and supports. In particular, inelastic methods such as plastic
i tability and limit analysis methods, as defined in Section III of the
SME Code, are not used in conjunction with an elastic systam anf.ysis.

3.9-20
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In. stic methods of analysis are used in cases where it is d:emed desirabl
|

and ap riate to pemit significant local inelastic response. In the
, the system or subsystem analysis performed to establ' thecases, if '

loads which ac n components and component supports are modif* to include
the inelastic str compatibility in the local regions of ie components
and component support t which significant local inel ic response is
ermitted. C-E will provi the Applicant the ana .1 cal criteria, procedures,

and results for all systems, n onents and s rts which have been analyzed
by inelastic methods.

3.9.1.4.2 Non-Code I_tems. comg ents not covered by the ASME"

i Code and are related to plan af::cy include, 1) reactor vessel internals,

/ (2) fuel, (3) control el - nt drive mechanisms JMs) and (4) control
element assemblies s). Each of these components ~ designed and fabri-
cated in accord e with specific procedures and criteri o insure their

g operabilit it relates to safety.'f \* 3. .4.2.1 Reactor Internal.5, Fuel, CEDMS and CEAS.
,

h' See Sections 3.7.3.14 and 3.9.2.5.

O

'O
1
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3.9.1.4 Consideration for _the Evaluation of the Faulted Condition-

3.9.1.4.1 Seismic Catego;y I NSSS Items ..

Thr major components of the reactor coolant system (RCS) are designed to
t'

withstand the forces associated wit'1 the design basis pipe breaks discussed
in Section 3.6.2, in combination with the forces associated with the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake and nonnal operating conditions. See Section 3.9.3 for

,

discusLion of loading tombinations. The forces associated with the postulated
pipe breaks include pipe thrust forces at the break location, resultant
subcompartment differential pressurization forces, and internal asymetric
hydraulic forces acting on the reactor internals. The pipe break thrust

f

forces are detemined by the methods discussed in Section 3.6.2.2. The

time and spatially dependent asymmetric hydraulic loads acting on the
reactar internals are detemined by the methods discussed in Section 3.9.2.5.

A dynamic non-linear time history analysis is performed to generate component
loads and mntions due to the forces associated with pipe breaks. The :

; analysis uses the DAGS code (Section 3.9.1.2.1.7) to parform a direct
I integration of the coupled equations of motion, in which the system characteristics

are updated at each integration step to account for local non-linearities. These

non-linearities include initial gaps and preloads at system restraints or local
plastic response which may occur following a pipe break. The FORCE code

(Section 3.9.1.2.1.5) post-processes DAGS response output in order to provide
the component loads and motions at pre-specified locations in the RCS.

.

The analysis uses a lumped parameter model including details of the reactor vessel and

| supports, major connected piping and components, and the reactor internals (Figures 1

through 4). This mathematical model prosides a three-dimensional representation
' of 'the dynamic response of the RCS major components subjected to the simultaneous

time varying pipe break forcing functions. This model is defined mathematically

in terms of the ICEF STRUDL 11 computer code (Section 3.9.1.2.1.1) to develop

appropriate matrices for the elements of the three-dimensional space frame
model.

i

The results of the dynamic analysis incl".ce loads on major cumponent supports
and RCS piping loads. The results also include time history motions of RCS
piping at ECCS piping juncture points, RV shell motions at internals and
CEDM support points, and reactor coolant pump (RCP) motion at appendage

attachment points. These motions provide input excitations for the pipe break

.2
-

- - - - - - - ~ - --% ~ .__ _ , , . _ _ __
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analyses of the reactor internals, fuel, CEAS, CEDMS, ECCS piping and RCP

appendages. ,

'

See Applicant's SAR for specific RCS evaluations of faulted conditions using

dynamic analysis.

The component and support loads for the Steam Generator, Reactor Coolant -

Pump, and Pressurher may be detemined by equivalent static analyses.
Where static analysis methods are employed, a load factor equal to 2.0 on
the calculated thrust, jet impingement, and subccmpartment pressure loads

e. Y Mis employed to account for the dynamic response of the struct
q \qeA fw- sin.%. M j sis i3 Sb a y '3."1. I -l
The resultant component and support reactions are specified, in combination

with the appropriate normal operating and seismic reactions, for design
verification by the methods discussed below and in Section 3.9.3.

'

The system or subsystem analysis used to establish, or confirm, loads which
are specified for the design' of components and supports is nomally perfomed

en an elastic basis.
'

When an elastic system analysis is employed to establish the loads which
act on components and supports, elastic stress analysis methods are also
used in the design calculations to evaluate the effects of the loads on the
components and supports. In particul'ar, inelastic methods such as plastic
instability and limit analysis methods, as defined in Section III of the
ASME Code, are not used in conjunction with an elastic system analysis.

Inelastic methods of analysis are used in cases where it is deemed desirable

and appropriate to pemit significant local inelastic response. In these

cases, if any, the system or subsystem analysis performed to establish the
loads which act on components and component suppcrts ar' modified to include
the inelastic strain compatibility in the local regions of the components
and component supports at which significant local inelastic response is

pemi tted. See Applicant SAR for the analytical criteria, procedures, and
results for all systems, components and supports which have been analyzed by

icelastic methods.

'

3.9.1.4.2 Reactor Internals

See Sections 3.7.3.14 and 3.9.2.5 -

. _ _ . .- . - - - - _ _ _ . -.
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A response spectrum is calculated for the motion of the reactor
vessel head resulting from the primary system dynamic analysis for pipe
break loads. This response spectrum is combined with the SSE response
spectrum by taking the square root of the sum of the squares (RSS) of the
ordinates of the two spectra. An artificial time history of motion
is then developed from the combined acceleration spectrum and used as the
input to the dynamic CEDM analysis.

'

Acceleration spectra resulting from pipe rupture it the RV inlet nozzle,
the RV outlet nozzle, and at the steam generator inlet nozzle will be
compared in order to determine the most severe loading condition. If

one loading condition can be identified as the most severe case,
only that loading condition will be used in the dynamic CEDM analysis.
Other loadings will also be used if they are not clearly enveloped by
the most severe one.

3.9.1.4.3.5 Response

The models, material properties and RV head motion history are used in
the MARC finite element program (Section 3.9.1.2.1.2) for analysis.
The ANSYS program (3.9.1.2.l.16) may also be used. The results of the
dynamic analysis include moments, strains, stresses and defont.ation as a
function of time. These results are presented graphically for critical
regions of the CEDM. The same material pnperties will be used in the static
analysis for the plastic instability mener:.

3.9.1.4.3.6 Evaluation

3.9.1.4.3.6.1 Acceptance Criteria

The CEDMs are not required to operate for safe shutdown after a loss of
coolant event resulting from the design basis pipe breaks. In order to
comply with existing ECCS analysis methods, however, the integrity of the
CEDMs must be maintained and leakage must be prevented. The ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code Section III Division 1 Appendix F lists a number
of criteria which assure that the pressure boundary will not be violated.
These criteria include an instability limit for comparison to elastic
plastic analysis results. The integrity of the pressure boundary is
assured if the applied loads do not exceed 70% of the plastic instability
load.

3.9.1.4.3.6.2 Evaluation of Integrity

The results of each dynamic analysis are compared to the
results of the static plastic instability moment analysis. Integrity of tne

CEDMs is assured if the acceptance criteria are satisfied.

REFERENCES

1. " Reactor Coolant System Asymmetric Loads Evaluation Program Final
Report", Combustion Engineering, Inc., July 1, 1980.
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3.9.1.4.3 Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDMs)

The capability of the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs) to withstand
the effects of design basis pipe breaks in combination with safe shutdown
seismic (SSE) loadings is evaluated by analysis. This dynamic loading is
experienced by the CEDMs via the motion of the reactor vessel head. The
reactor vessel head /CEDM motions due to pipe rupture and seismic loadings
are calculated using the models described in section 3.9.1.4.1.

-

3.9.1.4.3.1 Method of Analysis

Previous studies on other CE plants (Reference 1) have indicated that the
reactor vessel asymetric load aspects of a hypothetical guillotine break
produce motions which result in stresses which exceed the ASME Code Level
D allowable stresses for elastic calculation. Elastic plastic dynamic
analyses have demonstrated for those plants that the structural integrity
of the CEDMs is not impaired by these loadings and that the ASME Code
Level D allowable limits for elastic plastic chlculation are not exceeded.
In order to demonstrate that the integrity of the CEDMs are not impaired
by pipe break and SSE loads, elastic plastic dynamic analyses are
performed.

In the elastic plastic analysis, the motions of the RV are input to the
finite element model of the CEDM. Moments and deformation are computed
as a function of time during the event. The moment to cause plastic
instability of the most severely loaded section is computed by elastic
plastic static analysis. The actual moments during the dynamic event
are then compared to the plastic instability moment in order to evaluate
integrity.

3.9.1.4.3.2 Models

Dynamic analysis finite element models are prepared for CEDMs near the
center of the RV head and near the outer edge. The models are made up of
beam type elements.

The model for the calculation of the plastic instability load is made up
of shell elements in order to consider the effects of ovalization of the'
cylindrical section. The nozzle at the RV head is usually the most
severely loaded section.

3.9.1.4.3.3 Material Properties ~

Recently the material properties necessary for elastic plastic analysis
have been developed by the CE Metallurigical and Materials Laboratory.
These properties are available for all of the materials at all of the
temperatures that the CEDM normally experiences.

3.9.1.4.3.4 Loading

The effects of pipe break and SSE are transmitted to the CEDM by the
motion of the reactor vessel head resulting frva the analysis of
Section 3.9.1.4.1.

- ._ _ . - - . - _ . - _ _ .-. .
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3.9.1.4.4 fion-Code Items ,

The components not covered by the ASME Code but which are related to plant
safety include; (1) reactor vessel internals, (2) fuel, (3) control element
drive mechanisms (CEDMs) and (4) control element assemblies (CEAs). Each

of these components is designed in accordance with specific criteria to
insure their operability as it relates to safety, as indicated in Table '

3.2-1.

|
1

|
1

I

l
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TABLE 3.9.1-1

TRANSIENTS OSED IN STRESS ANALYSIS OF

CODE CLASS 1 COMPONENTS

(Sheet 2 of 3)

Upset Conditions

RE9 LACE wa iTM I N SEET~ Il
Occurrence Conditions

Reactor trip, les to include any combination. This in
turbine trip, reactor tr o operator error, e mal-'

loss of reactor function, or a total coolant flow
electricalcoolant flow (i.e., a total loss ctor co '

power). ased on one occurrence per'

e of the plant.

OBE condition Se Section 3.7.3.2 for the precedures used to deter-
mine the number of earthquake cycles during the seismic
event.

Faulted Condition Ir

1. The concurrent loading produced by normal operation at full power,
plus the design basis earthquake, plus loss-of-coolant accident (pipe
rupture) are used to determine the fauled plant loading condition.

2. Loss of Secondary Pressure: One cycle of a postulated loss of secondary
pressure due to a complete double ended severance of one steam generator
or feedwater nozzle, but not simultaneously. These are not considered
credible events in forming the design basis of the reactor coolant
system. However; they are included to demonstrate that the reactor

,

coolant system components will not fail structurally in the unlikely
event that one of these events occur.'

}
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TABLE 3.9.1-1.

TRANSIENTS USED IN STRESS ANALYSIS OF

CODE CLASS 1 COMPONENTS

(Sheet 1 of 3)
,

Ne,rmal Conditions

Occurrence Conditions

Heatup and 500 heatup and cooldown cycles during the design life
cooldown cycles of the components in the system. The rate of imating

and cooling is 100F/h between 70F and 565F except fer
the pressurizer which has a rate of 200F/h between 70F
and 653F. The heatup and cooldown rate of the system
is administratively limited to assure that these limits
will not be exceeded. This condition is based on a
normal plant cycle of one heatup and cooldown per month
rounded up to the next highest hundred.

Power changes 15,000 power change cycles over the range of 15% to
100% of full load at a rate of 5% of full load per

O minute either increasing or decreasing.

step changes of +100 lb/in.2 and +10F (+20F for6Normal cyclic 10
variations surge line) when at operating conditions. This con-

dition is selected based on 1 million-cycles approxi-
mating an infinite number of cycles so that the limiting
stress is the endurance limit. Grouped together ia
these cycles are: pressure variations associated with
fluctuation in pressurize.r pressure between the setpoint
for actuation of the backup heaters and the opening of
the spray valves; temperature variations associated
with the CEA controller deadband; and 2,000 step power
changes of +10% of full load assuming 1 cycle per week
for 50 weeks of the year.

~

O.

.
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i

480 cycles are used to envelope all anticipated upset transients, (one
occurrence per month for the life of the plant) which includes any com-
bination of reactor trips, equipment malf unctions, or a total loss of
reactor coolant flow. For d'asign purposes, conservative temperature /
pressure time histories are provided in the design specification for
each Class 1 component, which reflects its unique response during
these events. Further thermal transient information is specified
for the nozzles on these components, when they experience additional
transients due to changing flow conditions.

:.

.
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TABLE 3.9.1-1' .

TRANSIENTS USED IN STRESS ANALYSIS OF

CODE CLASS 1 COMPONENTS

(Sheet 3 of 3)

Test Condition

Conditions0_ccurrence

10 primary side cycles from 15 lb/in.2 to 3,125 lb/in.2Primary system
hydrostatic at a temperature between 100F to 400F. These cycles

are based on one initial hydrostatic test plus a major
repair every 4 years for 36 years which includes equipment
failure and ncrmal plant cycles. The secondary side of
the steam generator is at atmospheric pressure during
this test.

200 cycles from 15 lb/in.2 to 2250 lb/in.2 at a tempera-Primary system
leak ture between 100F to 400F. These cycles are based on a

normal plant maintenance operation involving 5 shutdowns
per year for 40 years.

O
.

.
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[ Dynamic System Analysis of the Reactor Internals Under3.9.2.5
Faulted Conditions

4
-

u,.. c eyctem analyses are performed to provide (blowdn s for use in
varification of the 3u um;;ra racconse of " or internals and fuel to
postulated LOCA loadings and tnw iTV the o%;g nf their structural design.
A general desc ~ v M owdown loads methods for the bystea CC crdysis _

.

3.9.2.5.1 Dynamic Analysis Forcing Functions

Tha hydrodynamic forcing functions during a postulated LOCA consist of transient
pr:ssure, flow rate, and density distributions throughout the primary reactor
coolant system.

3.9.2.5.1.1 Hydraulic Pressure Loads

The transient pressure, flow rate and density distributions are computed for
the subcooled and saturated portions of the blowdown period during a LOCA.
Th! computer code utilized is based on a node-flowpath concept in which control
volumes (nodes) are connected in any desired manner by flow areas (flowpaths).
A complex node-flow path network is used to model the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). The modeling procedure has been compared to a large scale experimental
blowdown test with excellent agreement.

The laws of conservation of mass, energy and momentum alc m with a represen-
tation of the equation of state are solved simultaneously. The hydraulic
transient of the reactor is coupled to the thermal response of the core by
analytically solving the one dimensional radial heat conduction equation in
each core node.

Pre-blowdown steady state conditions in the RCS are established through the
use of specified input quantities.

Th2 blowdown loads model uses a nonequilibrium critical flow 1rrelation for
| computing the subcooled and saturated critical fluid discharge through the

break.

3.9.2.5.1.2 Drag Loads

A break in the primary coolant system will result in large local pressure
differences across various reactor vessel internal components and an accelera-
tion of the local fluid velocity in various regions. The acceleration of the
local fluid velocity can result in higher component drag loads than occur
during steady state reactor operation.

/

3.9-32
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3.9.2.5 Dynamic System Analysis of the Reactor Internals Under Faulted Conditions

Dynamic analyses are performed to determine blowdown loads and structural responses
of the reactor internals and fuel to postulated LOCA loadings and to verify the
adequacy of their design. A brief description of these methods is provided below.

The LOCA maximum stress intensities in the reactor inter'als will be determined
using the combinations of lateral and vertical LOCA time-apendent loadings which
result in maximum stress intensities. The maximum LOCA stresses and the maximum
stresses resulting from the SSE will then be combined using the root sum square
method to obtain the total stress intensities.

i

- |
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The core drag loads a 'de. red to be dependent ocal fluid Reynolds -
..

osses are evaluated fromnumber. The wall shear forces an --- -

3 obtaine rimental data. TheReynolds Number dependent f
contributirg'htotal drag forc tuel issemblies is obtained by sua..n. ..

por ' om each segment represented in the model of the core region.

~3.9.2.5.1.4 Control Element Tube Loads

During normal operation, the reactor coolant flows axially through the core
into the upper guide structure. Within the upper guide structure, the
coolant flow thanges direction so that it exits radially through the hot leg
nozzles. During a LOCA, the transverse flow of the coolant across the control
element shroud tube gives rise to loads which induce deflections in these
shrouds.

The transverse drag forces were determ,ned from flo. model experiments which
were geometrically and dynamically similar to the full scale upper guide
structure design. The measured experimental model forces were scaled up to
represent the actual forces cn the System 80 upper guide structure using the
computed transient flow rate ano density information.

3.9.2.5.1.5 Results of Blowdown Loads Analysis

Analysis was performed of a postulated pipe break at the reactor vessel inlet
nozzle. The transient pressure differences throughout the vessel are evaluated
and used in the structural response calculation described below. The pressure
difference across the core is also evaluated for the break.

A postulated pipe break occurring at the reactor vessel outlet nozzle was also
analyzed. The pressure difference throughout the vessel is calculated. The
decompression in the annulus is symmetric early in the transient because the
pressure wave must travel through the core barrel internals to reach the lower
plenum from where the wave propogates uniformly up through the downcomer. The
axial pressure difference across the core was also calculated.

i

,

O
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3.9.2.5.1.3 Core Loads

The total instantaneous load across the core is given by the summation of the
pressure forces acting in the direction of the pressure gradient anc the drag
forces acting parallel to the flow. The loads are obtained using a control
volume approach utilizing an 'ntegrated fluid momentum equation. The drag
forces are represented by the fluid shear term in this equation and consist
of both frictional and form drag.

.

4
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Structural Response Analysis
.

The forcing functions 'nteinals were determi he analyses
described above. These loads were internals to calculate their'

responses to the pipe breaks def' fina tion analysis was.

performed based on th r - s and the site specific parame he results

of this ana ' s combined and compared to acceptance criteria as> e .

i on 3.9.5.2 through 3.9.5.4.
45 GG T 3 .8 2* E* LQ@ l
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3.9.2.5.2 Structural Response Analyses

The dynamic LOCA analyses of the reactor internals and core determine the shell,
beam and rigid body motions of the internals, using established computerized
structural response techniques. The analyses consist basically of three parts.
In the first part, the time-dependent shell response of the core support barrel
to the transient loading is calculated using the finite-element computer code,
ASHSD (Section 3.9.1.2.2.4). The second part of the analysis evaluates the
buckling potential of the core support barrel for hot leg break conditions using
the finite-element computer code, SAMM50R-DYNAS0R (Section 3.9.1.2.2.6). In the
third part, the nonlinear dynamic time history responses of the reactor internals
and core to vertical and horizontal loads resulting from hot and cold leg breaks
are determined with the CESHOCK code (paragraph 3.9.1.2.2.5).

3.9.2.5.2.1 Shell Response of the Core Support Barrel

A cold leg break causes a pressure transient on the core support barrel that varies
circumferential1y as well as longitudinally. The ASHSD finite element computer
code is used to analyze the shell response of the CSB to the pressure transient
from a cold leg break.

The CSB is modeled as a series of shell elements joined at their nodal point
circles as shown in Figure 3.9.2-2. The length of the elements in each model is
selected to be a fraction of the shell attenuation length. Since rapid changes in
the stress pattern occur in the regions of strucural discontinuity, the nodal
points are more closely spaced in such regions.

A damped equation of motion is formulated for each degree of freedom of the syste.7.
Four degrees of freedom, radial displacement, circumferential displacenent, ver-
tical displacement, and meridional rotation are considered in the analysis. The
differential equations of motion are solved numerically using a step-by-step
integration procedure.

The circumferential variation of the pressure time-history is considered by repre-
i senting the pressure as a Fourier expansion. The pressure at each node in the
| model is determined by linear interpolation. Thus a complete spatial time load
,

distribution compatible with the ASHSD computer program is obtained. Each load
| harmonic is considered separately by ASHSD. The results for each harmonic are
| then added to obtain the nodal displacemer.ts, resultant shell forces and shell

stresses as a function of time.

3.9.'2.5.2.2 Dynamic Stability Analysis of CSB

A hot leg break causes net external radial pressure on the core support barrel. A

stability analysis of the CSB is performed using the finite-element computer code,,

| SAMMSOR-DYNASOR. The effects of an initially imperfect shape based on the out-of-
i roundness tolerances are included in the analysis,
i

The CSB is modeled as a series of shell elements, as shown in Figure 3.9.2-10.
Stiffness and mass matrices for th? barrel are generated utilizing the SAMMSOR
part of the code. The equations or motion of the shell are solved in DYNAS0R using
the Houbolt numerical procedure.

<
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An initial imperfection is applied to the core support barrel by means of a pseu-
doload for each circumferential harmonic considered. The actual pressure tran-

sient loading generated by the outlet break is uniform circumferentially but varies
longitudinally. The response is obtained for each of the imperfection harmonics.

Appendix F, Section III of the ASME 3 oiler and Pressure Vessel Code requires that
permissible dynamic external pressure loads be limite,i to 75% of the dynamic
instability pressure loads, or alternately, the dynamic instability loads must be
greater than 1.33 times the actual loads. Consequently, this analysis is repeated
with the imperfection applied in the critical harmonic and the pressure loading is
increased in order to determine the buckling potential of the barrel.

3.9.2.5.2.3 Dynamic System Analysis of the Reactor Internals

Dynamic analyses are performed to determine the structural response of the reactor
internals to postulated LOCA loading with react 6r' vessel motion effects and to
verify the adequacy of their structural design. The postulated pipe breaks result
in horizontal and vertical forcir.g functions which cause the internals to respond
to botn beam and shell modes.

Detailed structural mathematical models of the reactor internals are developed
based on the geometrical design. These models are constructed in terms of lumped
masses connected by beam or bar elements, and include nonlinear effects such as
impacting and friction. The models are developed for input to the CESHOCK code
which solves the dFferential equations of motion for lumped parameter models oy
a direct step-by-stap numerical integration procedure. The model definitions
employ the procedures established in Combustion Engineering Topical Report CENPD-42
and in addition include hydrodynamic coupling effects and a detailed representation
of the core support barrel / upper guide structure / reactor vessel interfaces. Separate
models are formulated for the horizontal (Fig. 3.9.2-11) and vertical (Fig. 3.9.2-12)
directions to more efficiently account for structural and response differences in
those directions.

The models for the horizontal directions are developed in terms of lumped masses
connected by beam elements. The stiffness values for the beam elements are gen-
erally evaluated using beam characteristic equations. The lumped-mass weights are
based upon the mass distribution of the internals structures. Local masses such
as plates and snubber blocks are included at appropriate nodes. The effect of the
surrounding water on the dynamics of the internals for horizontal motion is accounted
for by hydrodynamically coupling the components separated by a narrow annulus -
the vessel, core barrel, and core shroud. The clearance between the core support
barrel and the reactor vessel snubbers as well as the clearance between the core
shroud, guide lugs and the fuel alignment plate is simulated by nonlinear springs
which account for the loads generated when impaccing occurs. A representation of
the core is included in the internals models which provides appropriate inertial
and impact feedback effects on the internals response.

The vertical model stiffness values are generally calculated using bar character-
.istic equations. Ncnlinear couplings are included between components to account
for structural interactions such as those between the fual and core support plate,
and between the core support barrel and upper guide structure upper flanges. Pre-
loads, which are caused by the combined action of applied external forces, dead
weights, and holddowns are also included. Friction elements are used to simulate
the coupling between the fuel rods and spacer grids.

_ _.
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A-reduced model of the reactor vessel internals (Fig. 3.9.2-13) is ce, eloped for
incorporation into the reactor coolant system model. The deta11ed nonlinear
horizontal and vertical internals (plus core) models are condensed and combined
into a three-dimensional model compatible with the reactor coolant system model
and the computer programs through which the latter model is analyzed. The purpose
of this reduced internals model is to account for the effects on the reactor
vessel support motion and the structural loading interaction between the internals
and the vessel. The reduced internals model is developed so as to produce reactor
vessel support motions and loadings equivalent to those produced by the detailed
internals models.

The dynamic responses of the reactor internals to the postulated pipe breaks are
determined with the CESH0CK code utilizing the above models. Horizontal and ver-
tical analyses are performed for both hot and cold leg breaks to determine the
lateral and axial responses of the internals to the simultaneous internal fluid
forces and vessel motion excitation.

The vertical excitation of the internals are calculated by the LOAD computer code
(Section 3.9.1.2.2.10) using a control volume methud of analysis. In this method,

the reactor internals are subsectioned and enclosed within volumes of fluid. The
momentum equation is trien applied to each volume, and a resultant force is calcu-
lated which is distributed over the structural nodes within the volume. This
method takes into consideration pressure, fluid friction, momentum changes, and
gravitational forces acting on each volume. The resulting load time histories are
in a form consistent for CESHOCK code input.

In order to achieve an initial (prior to the pipr. break) equilibrium, the initial
static deflections and gaps are calculated. The resulting iritial conditions and
load time histories are input to the CESHOCK code and the dynamic response of the
model is calculated.

The horizontal input excitation resulting from a cold leg break are the core support
barrel force time history and the vessel motion time his;ory determine from the
reactor coolant systems analysis. The core support barral forces are obtained by
representing the asymmetric pressure distribution time history as a Fourier expan-
sion. The two terms (sing and cose) which excite the beam mode of vibration are
ther integrated over the core support barrel and transformed into nodal force
time histories.

The horizontal input excitation resulting from a hot leg break are the CEA shroud
crossflow load time histories and the vessel motion time history determined from
the reactor coolant systems analysis. The forces applied to the shroud mass points
are determined directly from the blowdown pressure time history and include the
drag force and forces due to the pressure differential on the shrouds.

The results from these analyses consist of time dependent member forces, and ncdal
displacements, velocities and accelerations. The load and displacement responses
are used in the detailed stress analyses of the internals.

.
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3.9.3 ASME CODE CLASS 1, 2 AND 3 COMPONENTS, COMPONENT SUPPORTS )
7 AND CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURES.

3.9.3.1 Loadino Combinations. Desion Transients, and Stress Limits

ASME Section III Code Class 1, components, supports and piping in the
CESSAR licensing scope are limited to the reactor coolant system main loop
and the pressurizer. The leading combinations specified for the design of
CESSAR Code Class 1 components, supports, and piping are catagorized as
normal, upset, emergency and faulted. The following specific loading
combinations are specified for design:

a. The concurrent loadings associated with the normal plant conditions of
dead weight, pressure and the thermal and expansion ef'ects during
startup, hot standby, power operation and normal shutdown to cold
shutdown conditions.

b. The concurrent loadings associated with either the normal plant condition
or the upset plant condition and the vibratory motion of the Operational
Basis Earthquake (CBE).

c. The concurrent loadings associated with the plant emergency condition;

d. The concurrent loadings associated with the normal plant condition,
the vibratory motion of thc- SSE, and the dynamic system loadings
associated with the plant faulted condition (postulated pipe rupture). }
The SSE and pipe rupture loadings are combined by the SRSS method or y

a more conservative method.

The specific design transient specified for design are discussed in Section
3.9.1.1.

3.9.3.1.1 ASME Code Class 1 Components and Supports

Design transients for AS:iE Code Class 1 components, supports and piping are
discussed in Subsection 3.9.1. Loading combinations for ASME Code Class 1

Stress limits for ASME Codecomponentr are desgr,i g ~ g able 3.9.3-1.
Class I c .tponents, .. 4 and piping are described in Table
3.9.3-2. The operating pressures of Code Class 1 active valves are limited
to the pressures taken from the applicable primary pressure class pressure-
temperature rating of the ASME Code, Section III, for the maximum temperature
for the applicable condition.

3.9.3.1.2 Reactor Internals Structures

Design transients for reactor internals structures are discussed in Section
3.9.1.1. Loading combinations and stress limits are presented in Section
3.9.5.

3.9.3.1.3 ASME Code Class 2 and 3 Components and Supports

)-

" ^ 5 C 6 i ano a vessels, purnThe loading combinations aEoiit . ' ,

s are the operating conditi6?M e thquake

ya w tus w s. u t.3
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3.9.3.1.3

Loading combirations applicable to Code Class 2 and 3 components and supports are
described in Table 3.9.3-1. System operating conditions due to the design trans- a

ients defined in Table 3.9.1-1, as well as any other auxiliary syste..i specific
conditions, are reviewed to detennine the appropriate operating parameters to be
used in the design of Code C h s '. and 3 components.

.. . _ _
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O ' oacings associaceu :t? *tg norl cau 5at, as drfined for Class I components
in Section 3. cept that pi are not included for Code
Clas 3 components.

3.9.3.1.3.1 Tanks. Heat Exchangers, and Filters

Pressure vessels supplied for the auxiliary systems are:
<

A. Letdown heat exchanger
B. Shutdown cooling heat exchanger
C. Regenerative heat exchanger
D. Seal injection heat exchanger
E. Safety injection tanks
F. Volume control tank
G. Spray chemicil storage tank
H. Equipment drain tank *

I. Preholdup ion exchanger
J. Purification ion exchangers
K. Deborating ion exchanger
L. Purification filters
M. Seal injection filters
N. Reactor drain filter
0. Boric acid filter

Vessel assemblies, including supports, support attachment welds, and anchor
bolts, are capable of withstanding specified horizontal and vertical seismicO accelerations. The seismic accelerations are applied separately at the
center of gravity acting in each of two orthogonal horizontal directions
and either vertical direction. The stresses or reaction loads at a given
point, due to the three separate analyses, are combined by the SRSS method
to define a total seismic design condition. The design allowable nozzle
forces and moments act in directions that yield the highest stress which
combined with the seismic loads 3s determined above, and other concurrent
loads.

For Class 2 and 3 pressure retaining parts under the concurrent loadings of
the OBE and normal operation (upset conditions), the primary membrane
stress is less than 1.15, and the primary m"mbrance plus bending stress is
less than 1.655. No emergency condition that has been identiffsd for the
applicable components is more severe than the upset condition; t.ierfore, no
appropriate stress criteria are provided. 'nder the concurrent loadings ofJ
the normal operating condition and the SSE, the primary membrane stress is
less than 2.05, and the primary membrane plus bending stress is less than
2.45. Where:

_

~

S = Allowable value of ASME Code, Section III.

Vessel ccmponents not subject to fluid pressure, such as supports, attach'entm
welds, and anchor bolts, were designed to the stress criteria of ASME Code,
Section III for the loading conditions defined above.

O In cases where the natural frequency could not be increased to avoid amplifi-
cation of the floor response of the postulated seismic input for a specific

.
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plant, the components were modeled as multi-mass systems, and their modal
frequencies and maximum reactions were. determined from the floor response
spectra for the plant, using the ICES STRUDL II computer program. The

maximum damping values used were 2% for OBE and 3*. for SSE. The design
point reactions due to each modal loading were combined by the STRUDL
computer program as the sum of the absolute values or by root sum square of

M %, - 5 '1
the modal reactions $ bas appropriate d '. _ 4 4,h

'

per vcw w c4A f Re) M .g- I.% .

3.9.3.1.3.2 Valves A Msi5-
35 ASME Class 2 and 3 valves are designed to standard rulesA Valve operating
p'essures are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.48.
For active valves, the design pressure rating is not exceeded, for non-
active valves the ratio of 1.1 Pr for upset and emergency conditions is not

com W " k
d acca ths %exceeded and 1.2 Pr for faulted conditons is not exceeded. Lo=&ace.rA% - % r. M s. 3 .% 3 t . 5 h eaa 1.% ;+ r w % 4
h % ach[y3.9.3.1.3.3 Pumps M 4 4 3-1 Oc A th' Vd*a aaJ. AS*E 5,e ,

y N C. 3 333 ee MD 'f5a3 ,

Pumps supplied for the Auxiliary Systes are:

A. Boric Acid Makeup (non-active) Code Class 3
B. Reactor Drain (non-active) Code Class 3
C. Spray Chemical Addition (active) Code Class 2
D. Charging (active) Code Class 2
E. High Pressure Safety Injection (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2
F. Low Pressure Safety Injection (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2
G. Containment Spray (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2

Th design result and associated design stress limits applied in the design
of ASME Code Class 2 and 3 pumps are in accordance with the ASME Code,
S:ction III, respectively. The results are supplemented in a manner consis-
tent with Regulatory Guide 1.48, May 1973, as described herein.

Pump assemblies, including supports, support attachment welds, and bolte,
are capable of withstanding specified horizontal and vertical seismic
cccelerations. The seismic accelerations are applied separately at the
c:nter of gravity acting in each of two orthog2.1al horizontal directions
and either vertical direction. The stresses or reaction loads at a given
point, due to the three seaparate analyses, are combineri by the SRSS
method to define a total seismic design condition. The design allowable
nozzle forces and moments act in directions that yield the highest stress
when combined with the seismic loads, as determined above, and other concur-
rent loads.

For Class 2 and 3 pressure retaining parts of non active pumps under the
concurrent loadings of the OBE and normal operating (upset conditions), the
primary membrane stress is less than 1.15, and the primary membrane plus
bending stress is less than 1.655. No emergency condition that has been
identified for the applicable components is more severe than the upset
condition; therefore, no appropriate stress criteria are provided. Under
the concurrent loadings of the normal operating conditions and the SSE
(faulted conditions), the primary membrane stress is less than 2.05, and
the primary membrane plus bending stress is less than 2.45. Where: ,,

S = Allowable value of ASME Code, Section III.
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TABLE 3.9.3-2 i
'

STRESS LIMITS FOR ASME CODE CLASS 1

NSSS COMPONENTS AND PIPING

Condition Stress Limits (a) Spe,, {,,;m;t_3 @
worma No-3222 a JLW8-Mf3 9 8 - 3 2.3.2
':- :1 xd Upset NB-3223 and NB-3654 a) d - 3 S22.
Emergency NB-3224 and NB-3655 M 6 - 3 A A2,

Faulted (S) NB-3225 and NB-3656 N d - 71%3-

a) asspecifiedinASMESectionIII,andapplicableaddendax$.v- m.\ \ compad
a spt rektu ca 9 on e.h ,.

Q a.s s pcciTie A A R. syb.4 3 GMA 1. A6
.q,, s& s. canaan d s

c) {e.- 4, s % ) t = A fo u J.; b l..Ahs , b.its L & l o.A. pmW'

ca u sek Q % . me n\,tes ,Q u MF ssqq.h h e C\ m

a.,-e, A.ec ad a w% JRi c mpose.hs

Ae m ->i .e & sme ca v., e.a u %
-

)sk T+ed +. Aco aaeckAs *& va6le s&%
S\ esser . fr- o .7 h oe y.
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3.9.4 CONTROL ELEMENT DRIVE MECHANISMS

3.9.4.1 Descriptive Informittion of CEDM

The control element drive mechanism (CEDMs) are magnetic jack type drives
used to vertically position and indicate the position of the control element
assemblies (CEAs) and the part-length control element assemblies (PLCEAs)
in the core. Each CEDM is capable of withdrawing, inserting, holding, or
tripping the CEA/PLCEA from any point within its 153 inch stroke in response
to operation signals.

The CEDM is designed to function during and after all normal plant transients.
The CEA/PLCEA drop time for 90% insertion is 4.0 seconds maximum. The drop
time is defined as the interval between the time power is removed from the
CEDM coils to the timegedEffPfEggeagc})Qigsgilyjnsgtge,(m Q,

position. The CEDM m w ;3. - eg c u - . m . ;w c. - . _ ._ . ; c ; ... i . . i .-

of 40 years. The CEDM is designed to operate without mainter.ance for a
minimum of 1-1/2 years and without replacing components for a minimum of 3
years. The CEDM is designed to function normally during and after being
subjected to the operating basis earthquake loads. The CEDM will allow for
tripping of the CEA/PLCEA during and after a safe shutdown earthquake.

The design and construction of the CEDM pressure housing fulfill the require-
ments of the ASME boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, for Class 1
vessels. The CEDM pressure housings are part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, and they are designed to meet stress requirements consistent with
those of the vessel. The pressure housings are capable of withstanding,
throughout the design life, all normal operating loads, which include the
steady-state and traisient operating conditions specified for the vessel.
Mechanicalexcitationsarealsocefinedandincludedasanormalogerating
load. The CEDM pressure housings are service rated at 2500 lb/in. at

650 F. The loading combinations and stress limit categories are presented
in Table 3.9.4-1 and are consistent with those defi i in the ASME code.

The design duty requirements for the CEDM is a total cumulative CEA travel
of 100,000 feet operation without loss of function.

The test programs performed in support of the CEDM design are described in
Section 3.9.4.4.

3.9.4.1.1 Control Element Drive Mechanism Design Description

The CEDMs are mounted on nozzles on top of the reactor vessel closure head.
The CEDMs consist of the upper and lower CEDM pressure housings, motor
assembly, coil stack assembly, reed switch assemblies, and extension shaft
assembly. The CEDM is shown in Figure 3.9.4-1. The drive power is supplied
by the coil stack assembly, which is positioned around the CEDM housing.
Two position indicating reed switch assemblies are supported by the upper-
pressure housing shroud, which encloses the upper pressure housing assembly.o

The lifting operation consists of a series of magnetically operated step
movements. Two sets of mechanical latches are utilized engaging a notched
extension shaft. To prevent excessive latch wear, a means has been provided

.
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. TABLE 3.9.4-1

STRESS LIMITS FOR CEDM PRESSURE HOUSINGS

Stress Categories and
Operating Condition Limits of stress Intensities (a)

1. Normal & Upset: Normal Operating Figures NB-3221-1 and 3222-1
Loading plus Normal Operating & including notes.
Upset Plant Transients plus
Operating Basis Earthquake Forces.

2 Faulted: Normal Operating Table F-1322.2-1, Appendix F,
Loadings plus Faulted Plant Tran- Rules for Evaluating Faulted
sients plus Safe Shutdown Earth- Conditions
quake Forces.

3. Testing: Testing Plant Transients Paragraph NB-3226

For the above listed operating conditions, the following limits regarding
function apply:

O The CEDMs are designed to function normally dur 7
1. Normal & Upset:

4 l th Aesiy
and after exposure to these condition y(presswee. %ss, I .%+ s 47 |,leFee ss E,& 2. Faulted: n/he deflections of the CEDM43re limitedgir at$heCEAs F . n a.a.t.

ditions. J W
ese con / a 4.de i= g/122s 2 -/ Wcan be inserted after exposure t

/ M( tt % A JCM2e/ A 4. AyMs D9 R,
-jQic M

aae
References listed are taken from Section III of the ASME Boiler anda.
Pressure Vessel Code.

.
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3.9.5.4 Design Bases 1
3.9.5.4.1 Reactor Internals

Tha stress limits to which the reactor internals are designed are listed in
Table 3.9.5-1.

N3 cmergency condition has been identified for the applicable components,
th;refore no stress critoria are provided.

The operating categories and stress limits are defined in the applicable
s;ction of the Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

The maximum stresses resulting from the LOCA and the SSE are combined to
ebtain the total stress intensities.

%

To properly perform their fur.ctions, the reactor internal structures are
d; signed to meet the deformation limits listed below:

A. Under design loadings plus operating basis earthquake forces, deflection
will be limited so that the control element assemblies (CEAs) can
function and adequate core cooling is preserved.

B. Under normal operating loadings, plus SSE forces, plus pipe rupture
loadings resulting from a break equivalent to a maximum of 0.5 square
foot, deflections are limited so that the core will be held in place,
adequate core cooling is preserved, and all CEAs can be inserted.
Those deflections which would influence CEA movement are limited to
less than 80% of the deflections required to prevent CEA insertion.

C. Under normal operating loadings, plus SSE forces, plus the maximum
pipe rupture loadings resulting from the design basis pipe breaks,
deflections are limited so that the core will be held in place and
adequate core cooling is preserved. ^1th; ;5 CEA insertion is not
required for a safe and orderly shutdown for break sizes greater than

d chnu + hat the CEfa w'il be inseet+ble0.5 square foot r*-icu'=+inne
for br;cr b-e k except #cr-a few CEAs leeate4-near-the vessel

'/

L' [' ' &"'- '' -- '". Q "' M S $ A d &nd--
' '-d - a+"ranutlet nn771a 'hiC

Tha allowable deformation limits are listed in the following tabulation. tas 8, l 3,
Allowable limits are established as 80% of the loss-of-function deflection
linits.

Lccation Allowable Deflection (in)

Fuel lower end fitting, 2.600
lower support structure (Disengagement)

Fuel upper end fitting, 1.216
upper guide structure (Disengagement)

tIA Shroud (lateral) 0.209
(CEA Insertion)

3.9-60
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. NECESSARY INFORMATION TO COMPLETE CESSAR DIPING ANALYSIS
t i-

'.
.i - ...

1. Piping Material Classifications for Het and Cold legs

a. Type or grade, schedule ?? ' I''
.

b. I.D., t, 0.D. ,, ,

c. ' Density or wt/ft - including insulation or fluid if applicable.

2. Material Properties of Piping '~

The material (composition) and maximum pipe temperature are neededa.
to find E, e, and allowables from ASME III, NA.

3. Description of RC Hot Leg Pising'

Bend radius and radius of curvatu.e of elbow off SG #1.
-

a.
b. Length of hot leg piping from same elbow or weld to the R.V.
c. Dimensions of pipe: 0.0., t, I.D.

.

]>( 4. Mass and/or Stiffness Matrix of SG and RC Pump _

Thermal Movements at SG
)<[

5.

6. Mode-Frequency Analysis

a. OBE or SSE7 , )J .
b. Response spectra - same as for Palo Verde?

7 Operatino Conditions ,

Temperature and pressure of hot lega.
b. Temperature and pressure of cold leg - assume same as SIS line up to

-fccat- valve? T = 564*
, f? rs [ P = 2500 psii

* .
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